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Abstract. We consider colored operads and their actions on categories. As a spe-
cial example we construct a cobordism category with a colored operad action arising
from oriented planar arc diagrams. This is used to construct an invariant of oriented
tangle diagrams with values in the homotopy category attached to the cobordism cat-
egory. Motivated by Bar-Natan’s categorification of the Jones polynomial, it categorifies
the quantum sln quantum invariants and is adapted to the categorification of the sln
quantum invariants by Khovanov and Rozansky using matrix factorizations. We conjec-
ture to exist the consistency of the cobordism category and to have an explicit functor
from the cobordism category to a category of matrix factorizations.
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1. Introduction
Khovanov constructed a categorification of the Jones polynomial [Kho00], a (Laurent)
polynomial invariant of links arising from the quantum group attached to the Lie algebra
sl2. More precisely he constructed a link homology which assigns to any link a complex of
graded Z-modules such that its homology class is an invariant of the link and its graded
Euler characteristics is the Jones polynomial. The notion link homology was coined by
Khovanov [Kho06] and means that a classical polynomial link invariant ppLq P Zrq, q´1s
is categorified in the sense that it is realized as a graded Euler characteristics of some
complex.
After his seminal work the same homology theory was constructed in many, very dif-
ferent, contexts using for instance topological cobordisms [BN05], Lie theory [Str05] or
symplectic geometry [SS05].
By now, for the sln link invariant, there are also several constructions of sln link homo-
logy which is a categorification of the sln link invariant. For instance, we have a construc-
tion using matrix factorizations [KR08, Wu14, Yon11], a geometric construction [CK08],
a Lie theoretic construction [Sus07, MS09], a diagrammatic construction [Web17], a con-
struction using foams [MSV09] and a Howe duality construction [CKL10, CK18, MY19].
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We are interested in defining a cobordism category for the categorification of the sln link
invariant in the sense of Bar-Natan. In the study of the functoriality of sln link homology,
such a cobordism category already appears. The functoriality of the sl2 link homology was
proved [Cap08, DCW09, Bla10, EST17]. Subsequently, the functoriality was proved in the
case sl3 [Cla09] and in the case sln[MEW18].
Mackaay, Stosic and Vaz define a Z-graded Q-linear cobordism category [MSV09] and
Morrison-Nieh define a cobordism category for n “ 3 using Khovanov’s form construction
[MN08, Kho04] but our cobordism category is a Z‘Z{2Z-graded Zr 1
n
s-linear category which
is derived from the structure of matrix factorizations. Therefore, our relations between
cobordisms differ from those of Mackaay-Stosic-Vaz by coefficients to better adapt to the
matrix factorizations.
Moreover, each set of morphisms in Morrison-Nieh and Mackaay-Stosic-Vaz categories
is finite dimensional [MSV09, Proposition 6.2] but sets of morphisms in our cobordism
category are not finite dimensional in general (See Lemma 5.17 (Ra) (Rb) (Rc)). Because
the set of cobordism relations in our cobordism category could be minimal for giving chain
complexes invariance under Reidemeister moves.
Subsequently, Queffelec-Rose define a cobordism category consisting of ladder-type colored
diagrams [QR16] and Robert-Wagner define a cobordism category consisting of closed
colored diagrams [RW17]. Both these categories induce the colored Khovanov-Rozansky ho-
mology and especially there exists a functor from the Khovanov-Lauda categoried quantum
group [KL09, KL10] to Queffelec-Rose’s category using the categorical skew Howe duality.
In the categorification using the matrix factorizations, we can concern not only ladder-
type and closed colored diagrams but also general colored diagrams. Therefore, we need
generators of colored saddle cobordisms in the category. In further study, we will construct
a cobordism category consisting of general colored diagrams whose subcategory could be
related to Queffelec-Rose and Robert-Wagner cobordism categories.
Moreover, our paper is motivated by defining a new concept of a category with a colored
operad action and more concretely constructing the cobordism category for sln link homo-
logy using it. We develop this framework in detail and then apply it to the special case of
oriented planar arc diagrams and trivalent diagrams.
Operads (also called multi-categories, see e.g. [EM06]) were introduced in the 1970s
for the purpose of studying homotopy invariant algebraic structures on topological spaces
(see e.g. [BV73, May72]) and were subsequently extended to colored operads [BM07]. We
generalize this notion to twisted colored operads and connect it to category theory. The
main tool here is the notion of colored operads acting on categories.
We first introduce a new category of cobordisms COBgr
Gn{L. The category COB
gr
Gn{L
is the quotient category of COBgrGn whose morphism sets consist of the morphism sets of
COB
gr
Gn
modulo the local relations L associated to the category of matrix factorizations.
Then we construct an invariant of links with values in the homotopy category of complexes
in our category of cobordisms.
We conjecture to control the 2-morphisms of the Khovanov-Rozansky’s category of mat-
rix factorizations HMFKRn using an operad structure completely and to obtain a well-
defined functor from COBgr
Gn{L to HMF
KRn . This existence of a functor naturally gives us
a consistency of the cobordism category COBgr
Gn{L. Moreover, we expect that our cobor-
dism category is universal in the sense that there should be a functor into any other sln
link homology theory.
Two problem arises here for defining the functor: The first is the sign ambiguity of
morphisms addressed in [KR08, Proposition 36]. A similar issue has already appeared in
the Khovanov homology [Jac04, Kho05]. We expect that there exists an operad action on
HMFKRn solving the sign problem. See Remark 8.19 and Problem 8.20.
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The second problem is the functoriality of the assignment F from COBgr
Gn{L to HMF
KRn .
In other words, we require that the assignment F has the compatibility with the cobordism
local relation of COBgr
Gn{L and the structure of morphisms of matrix factorizations. The
cobordism local relations except the cobordism isotopy arises from morphisms of matrix
factorizations. We need to show that the assignment F preserves the cobordism isotopy
relations in COBgr
Gn{L.
In a subsequent study, we should decide what the generators of the isotopy relations are.
For instance, the following cobordisms are composed of different cobordisms but these are
isotopic.
c
„
c
„
These problems give us a difficulty to construct a functor. Note that the existence of the
functor implies the consistency of the relations in our cobordism category, i.e. the category
is not trivial. We believe that incorporating all isotopies the theorem still holds, but at
the moment we are not able to give a generating set for all cobordism isotopies.
We finally discuss a relation between the cobordism category COBgr
Gn{L and the category
of matrix factorizations HMFKRn .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notion of a twisted
colored operad C, C-sets (which are sets with an action of C) and C-categories (which
means categories with an action of C). In Section 3 we introduce the notion of a C-
category generated by elements and morphisms using an operad action. Then Section
4 defines the main player, a twisted colored operad P consisting of oriented planar arc
diagrams. We show in Theorem 4.6 the following result:
Theorem. P is a braided pS˘, ιq-colored operad.
Our category of cobordisms COBgr
Gn{L is then constructed in Section 5 as a P-category.
The cobordism local relations L in Definition 5.14 are derived from the morphism structure
of matrix factorizations. The morphism of matrix factorizations corresponding to the
saddle morphism has the sign problem described in Remark 8.19. Since we define COBgr
Gn{L
generated by small building blocks (cobordisms) using an operad action, we expect that
this cobordism category has consistency.
Conjecture (Consistency conjecture). The COBgr
Gn{L is a non trivial P-category.
In Section 6 we define a complex of planar diagrams of COBgr
Gn{L from an oriented tangle.
In Appendix A, we show that this complex is invariant under Reidemeister moves in the
homotopy category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq, where MatpCOB
gr
Gn{Lq is the additive closure of
COB
gr
Gn{L. The homotopy equivalences required for the Reidemeister moves are given
explicitly. We believe that this might help to do explicit computations for Khovanov-
Rozansky-link homology which is hard in general [CM].
In Section 7, we define matrix factorizations corresponding to oriented arc planar dia-
grams in P. We find that the set PHMF composed of these matrix factorizations naturally
has a colored operad structure and there exists an operad morphism from P to the set of
matrix factorizations.
Theorem. PHMF is a braided pS˘, ιq-colored operad.
In Section 8, we discuss a map F from the cobordism category COBgr
Gn{L to the category
of matrix factorizations HMFKRn and problems for getting a functor from COBgr
Gn{L to
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HMFKRn . We find a PHMF-set structure on the object sets of the category of matrix
factorizations HMFKRn .
Theorem. The collection of object sets tObpHMFKRnpsiqqu is a PHMF-set.
We expect that there exists a PHMF-set structure on the morphism sets of HMF
KRn
which solves the sign problem and there exists a functor from COBgr
Gn{L to HMF
KRn of
P-categories.
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first author would like to thank the GRK 1150 and the Max Planck Institute for Math-
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2. Colored operad and category with colored operad action
We introduce the notion of twisted colored operads, a generalization of colored operads
in the sense of e.g. [BM07], by adding an automorphism ϕ : S Ñ S which twists the colors
S in the multiplication of the colored operad. We then consider sets, modules, algebras
and categories over these operads.
2.1. pS,ϕq-colored operad. Let S be a set with an automorphism ϕ : S Ñ S.
Definition 2.1. An pS,ϕq-colored operad C “ pC, α, Iq consists of the data
‚ For each m-tuple s “ ps1, ..., smq P S
m (m ě 0), called input, and s0 P S, called
output, a set
Cmps0; sq “ Cps0; s1, ..., smq, (2.1)
‚ a distinguished element Is P Cps;ϕpsqq for any s P S where Cps;ϕpsqq ­“ H,
‚ an operation α “ tαs0us0PŮkě0 Sk`1 (also called a multiplication) composed of
αs0 : Cps
0q ˆ Cps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpskq ÝÑ Cpsq (2.2)
for non-empty sets Cpsiq, where
s0 “ ps0;ϕps
p1q
0 q, ..., ϕps
pkq
0 qq P S
k`1,
si “ ps
piq
0 ; s
piq
1 , ..., s
piq
mi
q P Smi`1 pi “ 1, ..., kq,
s “ ps0; s
p1q
1 , ..., s
p1q
m1
, ..., s
pkq
1 , ..., s
pkq
mk
q P Sm1`¨¨¨`mk`1,
such that α is associative and I “ tIs|s P Su is a unit with respect to α in the sense defined
below.
Remark 2.2. It might be helpful to visualize an element from Cps0; s1, ..., smq as a trans-
porter between the input data ps1, ..., smq and the output data s0.
‚ ‚ ‚
s0
s1 s2 sm
P Cps0; s1, ..., smq and
‚
s0
P Cps0q
The multiplication, say α : pf0; f1, ..., fkq ÞÑ f , assigns a new transporter f which first
creates from the input data
ps
p1q
1 , ..., s
p1q
m1
, s
p2q
1 , ..., s
pkq
1 , ..., s
pkq
mk
q
the output ps
p1q
0 , s
p2q
0 , ..., s
pkq
0 q using f1,...,fk, and then takes this output, twisted by ϕ, as
a new input to create via f0 the final output s0 (the twist map is indicated by the green
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symbols):
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚
s0
f0 “
s
p1q
0 s
p2q
0 s
pkq
0
ϕps
p1q
0 q ϕps
p2q
0 q ϕps
pkq
0 q
f1 “ f2 “ “ fk
s
p1q
1 s
p1q
m1 s
p2q
1 s
p2q
m2 s
pkq
1
‚ ‚ ‚
α
ÝÑ
‚‚ ‚
s0
f “
s
p1q
1 s
p1q
m1 s
p2q
1 s
p2q
m2 s
pkq
1 s
pkq
mk
Definition 2.3. The multiplications α is associative if for non empty sets the following
diagram commutes:
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
Cpuiq
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
˜
Cpsiq ˆ
miś
j“1
Cptijq
¸
Cpwq
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
Cpsiq ˆ
kś
i“1
miś
j“1
Cptijq Cpvq ˆ
kś
i“1
miś
j“1
Cptijq
αsidCpsq ˆ αs1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ αsk
ξ–
αs ˆ id
αv
where ξ is the obvious bijection of sets and
s :“ ps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpskqq P S
k`1, si :“ psi;ϕpt
piq
1 q, ..., , ϕpt
piq
mi
qq P Smi`1 pi “ 1, ..., kq,
tij :“ pt
piq
j ; t
pi,jq
1 , ..., t
pi,jq
lij
q P Slij`1 pj “ 1, ...,miq,
ui :“ psi; t
pi,1q
1 , ..., t
pi,1q
li1
, ..., t
pi,miq
1 , ..., t
pi,miq
limi
q P Sli1`¨¨¨`limi`1,
v :“ ps0;ϕpt
p1q
1 q, ..., ϕpt
p1q
m1
q, ..., ϕpt
pkq
1 q, ..., ϕpt
pkq
mk
qq P Sm1`¨¨¨`mk`1,
w :“ ps0; t
p1,1q
1 , ..., t
p1,1q
l11
, ..., t
p1,m1q
1 , ..., t
p1,m1q
l1m1
, ..., t
pl,mkq
1 , ..., t
pk,mkq
lkmk
q.
Definition 2.4. The elements Is, s P S, form a unit with respect to α if each Is satisfies
that for any c P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpskqq
αps0;ϕps0qqpIs0 , cq “ c, αps0;ϕps1q,...,ϕpskqqpc, Is1 , ..., Iskq “ c. (2.3)
Remark 2.5. If ϕ is the identity we get the usual notion of a colored operad [BM07]. In
particular, if the coloring set S has only one color, we get the usual notion of an operad
with P pmq “ Cp1; 1, . . . , 1loomoon
m
q.
Example 2.6. Let S “ t1u and V a k-vector space, then Cp1;
mhkkkikkkj
1, 1, ..., 1q “ Hom
k
pV bm, V q
with the obvious composition α and I “ tidV P Cp1; 1qu is an pS, idq-colored operad, called
the endomorphism operad. More generally, we can take S “ t1, 2, ..., ru and a k-vector
space Vs for each s P S. Then
Cps0; s1, ..., smq “ Hom
k
pVs1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vsm, Vs0q
with unit I “ tidVs |s P Su is an pS, idq-colored operad. If we take S “ t˘1,˘2, ...,˘ru
and fix a k-vector space Vs with an isomorphism δs : V`s Ñ V´s for each `s P S, then
the obvious composition with the identification δs defines an pS,ϕq-colored operad with
ϕpsq “ ´s.
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Example 2.7. Another standard example of an ( pt1u, idq-colored) operad is the little
interval operad with
Cp1; 1, ..., 1lomon
m
q “ P pmq “
"
pλ1, λ2, ..., λmq
ˇˇˇˇ
λi : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s linear embeddings such that
λipr0, 1sq X λjpr0, 1sq “ H for i ­“ j
*
and the unit I “ tI1 “ idr0,1s P P p1qu with composition
α : P pmq ˆ P pk1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ P pkmq //
P
P pk1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kmq
pλ, λp1q, ..., λpmqq ✤ // λ1,
where
λ “ pλ1, ..., λmq, λ
piq “ pλpiq1 , ..., λ
piq
ki
q for 1 ď i ď m,λ1 “ pλ1λ
p1q
1 , ..., λ1λ
p1q
m1
, λ2λ
p2q
1 , ..., λkλ
pkq
mk
q.
Example 2.8. Any k-algebra A with unit 1A is a pt1u, idq-colored operad via
Cp1; 1, ..., 1lomon
m
q “
"
A if m “ 1,
H otherwise,
with I “ tI1 “ 1A P Cp1; 1qu and α : Cp1; 1qˆCp1; 1q Ñ Cp1; 1q is the multiplication in A.
Example 2.9. Let S “ t1, 2, ..., ru and fix σ P Sr.
Cps0; s1, . . . , smq “ tplanar rooted trees where the root is colored by s0 P S
and the leaves are colored by s1, . . . , sk P Su .
The multiplication is defined by gluing σpsq-colored leaves and s-colored roots and then
forgetting the color there. Is P Cps;σpsqq is the line with one endpoint labeled s and the
other labeled σpsq.
‚ ‚ ‚
s0
s1 s2 sm
Figure 1. An element in Cps0; s1, . . . , smq
Example 2.10. Any pS,ϕq-colored operad C gives rise to another pS,ϕq-colored operad
C, called the identities operad, with
Cps0; s1, ..., smq :“ tidc | c P Cps0; s1, ..., smqu, idcpc
1q “
"
c1 if c1 “ c
0 otherwise,
and with the obvious multiplication.
Example 2.11. The planar diagram operad defined by Jones [Jon] is an pS, ιq-colored
operad, where the colors are sequences of sign
S “ tǫp2kq “ pǫ1, ǫ2, ..., ǫ2kq|k ě 1, ǫj P t`,´uu \ tHu
and the automorphism ι defined by ιpHq “ H, ιp`q “ ´, ιp´q “ ` and ιpǫp2kqq “
pιpǫ1q, ..., ιpǫ2kqq.
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2.2. Morphisms of colored operads.
Definition 2.12. A morphism between two pS,ϕq-colored operads C “ pC, αC, ICq and
D “ pD, αD, IDq is a collection Φ of maps Φps0;s1,...snq : Cps0; s1, . . . , snq Ñ Dps0; s1, . . . , snq
which is compatible with
‚ the multiplication:
Φs ˝ α
C
s0 “ α
D
s ˝ pΦs0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Φskq : Cps
0q ˆ Cps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpskq Ñ Dpsq
where
s0 “ ps0;ϕps
p1q
0 q, ..., ϕps
pkq
0 qq P S
k`1,
si “ ps
piq
0 ; s
piq
1 , ..., s
piq
mi
q P Smi`1 pi “ 1, ..., kq,
s “ ps0; s
p1q
1 , ..., s
p1q
m1
, ..., s
pkq
1 , ..., s
pkq
mk
q P Sm1`¨¨¨`mk`1,
‚ the unit: Φps;ϕpsqqpICs q “ IDs for all s P S.
Moreover, a collection Φ is an isomorphism if Φps0;s1,...,smq is a bijection for all m` 1-tuple
ps0; s1, . . . , smq P S
m`1. Two pS,ϕq-colored operads C and D are isomorphic if there exists
an isomorphism between C and D.
Lemma 2.13. Any pS,ϕq-colored operad is isomorphic to the associated identities operad.
Proof. See Example 2.10. For s P
Ů
kě0 S
k`1 and c P Cpsq, the assignment c
Φs
ÞÝÑ idc defines
the isomorphism. 
2.3. Braided colored operad.
Definition 2.14. Let Bm be the braid group
xb1, ..., bm´1|bibi`1bi “ bi`1bibi`1, bibj “ bjbip|j ´ i| ą 1qy.
Let Sm be the symmetric group
xs1, ..., sm´1|s2i “ 1, sisi`1si “ si`1sisi`1, sisj “ sjsip|j ´ i| ą 1qy.
The group homomorphism Bm Ñ Sm is defined by the generator bi P Bm mapping to
si P Sm. We denote the image of b P Bm by bˆ P Sm.
An pS,ϕq-colored operad C “ pC, α, Iq is braided if there exists an action of the braid
groups Bm, m ě 2, by invertible automorphisms
b˚ : Cps0; s1, . . . , smq ÝÑ Cps0; sbˆp1q, . . . , sbˆpmqq (2.4)
for b P Bm satisfying the following compatibility with the multiplication
Cps;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq ˆ Cps
1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpsmq
α //
b˚ˆb˚
Cpsq
bpk1,...,kmq˚

Cps;ϕps
bˆp1qq, ..., ϕpsbˆpmqqq ˆ Cps
bˆp1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpsbˆpmqq α // bpk1, ..., kmq˚pCpsqq,
(2.5)
where si “ psi; s
piq
1 , ..., s
piq
ki
q pi “ 1, ...,mq, s “ ps; s
p1q
1 , ..., s
p1q
k1
, ..., s
pmq
1 , ..., s
pmq
km
q, and
b˚ : Cps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpsmq Ñ Cpsbˆp1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cpsbˆpmqq
is the bijective transformation of sets and bpk1, ..., kmq P Bk1`¨¨¨`km is the block braiding
associated to b.
An pS,ϕq-colored operad C “ pC, α, Iq is symmetric if C is a braided pS,ϕq-colored
operad and invertible automorphisms b˚ satisfy pbiq2˚ “ 1Bm˚ (i “ 1, ...,m ´ 1).
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Examples 2.6, 2.7 are symmetric operads. The colored operad P in Section 4 is a braided
operad.
A collection Φ is a morphism of braided colored operads, if additionally the morphisms
Φps0;s1,...smq between C and D as a colored operad are compatible with the action of braid
group:
b˚ ˝ Φps0;s1,...,skq “ Φps0;sbˆp1q,...,sbˆpkqq ˝ b˚ : Cps0; s1, ..., skq Ñ Dps0; sbˆp1q, ..., sbˆpkqq,
where b P Bk.
2.4. Operad action on a collection of sets with algebraic structure. We define a
collection of S-colored sets tXpsqusPS with an action of an pS,ϕq-colored operad C, simply
called C-set. We also define C-sets with several algebraic structures, a C-semigroup, a
C-monoid, a C-module and a C-algebra.
Definition 2.15. Let S be a set and let C “ pC, α, Iq be an pS,ϕq-colored operad.
A C-set pX,βq is an S-colored set X “ tXpsqusPS together with multiplication maps βs
for s P Sm`1
βps0;ϕps1q,...,ϕpsmqq : Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq ˆXps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXpsmq Ñ Xps0q,
satisfying
(C1) the compatibility with the unit: βps;ϕpsqqpIs, xsq “ xs for s P S and xs P Xpsq
(C2) the following compatibility with α:
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
Xpsiq
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
˜
Cpsiq ˆ
miś
j“1
Xps
piq
j q
¸
Xpsq
Cpsq ˆ
kś
i“1
Cpsiq ˆ
kś
i“1
miś
j“1
Cps
piq
j q Cps
1q ˆ
kś
i“1
miś
j“1
Cps
piq
j q
βsidCpsq ˆ βs1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ βsk
ζ–
αs ˆ id
βs1
where ζ is the obvious bijection and
s “ ps;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpskqq P S
k`1, si “ psi;ϕps
piq
1 q, ..., ϕps
piq
mi
qq P Smi`1 pi “ 1, ..., kq,
s1 “ ps;ϕpsp1q1 q, ..., ϕps
p1q
m1
q, ..., ϕps
pkq
1 q, ..., ϕps
pkq
mk
qq P Sm1`¨¨¨`mk`1.
For any colored operad C and C-set X, the set X :“ tidx|x P Xu is a C-set whose
C-action factors through the operad C.
Note that a C-set is usually called C-algebra in the literature. For non-twisted operads
it is the same as an operad morphism from C to the endomorphism operad of X. For
twisted colored operads, the definition of the endomorphism operad is more involved and
thus we chose to generalize the other definition.
Definition 2.16. A semigroup over C “ pC, α, Iq, simply called C-semigroup, pX,βq is an
S-colored semigroup tXpsqusPS such that pX,βq is a C-set and the C-action is compatible
with the semigroup structure: For all c P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and xj , x
1
i P Xpsjq, 1 ď
j ď m,
βpc, x1x
1
1, x2x
1
2, ..., xmx
1
mq “ βpc, x1, x2, ..., xmqβpc, x
1
1, x
1
2, ..., x
1
mq, (2.6)
where on the right hand side the product is given by the semigroup structure. It is a
C-monoid or a monoid over C if additionally for all c P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and units
ui P Xpsiq, 0 ď i ď m, we have βpc, u1, u2, ...., umq “ u0.
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Definition 2.17. Let R be a commutative ring. An R-module over C “ pC, α, Iq,
simply called a C-R-module, is an S-colored R-module tXpsqusPS such that tXpsqusPS
is a C-set and the C-action is compatible with the R-module structure: for all c P
Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq, r, r
1 P R, xj P Xpsjq, 1 ď j ď m, and x1i P Xpsiq, we have
βpc, x1, ..., xi´1, rxi ` r1x1i, xi`1, ...., xmq (2.7)
“ rβpc, x1, ..., xi´1, xi, ...., xmq ` r1βpc, x1, ..., xi´1, x1i, xi`1, ...., xmq. (2.8)
It is an R-algebra over C, simply called a C-R-algebra, if additionally the C-action is
compatible with the multiplication structure in the sense of (2.6).
Definition 2.18. A morphism of C-sets (resp. C-semigroups, C-monoids, C-modules,
C-algebras) from pX,βXq to pY, βY q is a collection of morphisms of sets (resp. semig-
roups, monoids, modules, algebras) Ψ “ tΨs : Xpsq Ñ Y psqusPS such that for all s “
ps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq P
Ů
kě0 S
k`1
βY ˝ pid ˆΨs1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΨsmq “ Ψs0 ˝ β
X : Cpsq ˆXps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXpsmq Ñ Y ps0q.
Remark 2.19. As usual, the “pullback” of a morphism Φ : C “ pC, αC, ICq Ñ D “
pD, αD, IDq of pS,ϕq-colored operads defines for each D-set pX,βq the structure of a C-set
pX,β ˝Φq. This implies in particular, for the choice pC,Dq “ pC, sCq with the isomorphism
from Lemma 2.13 that C-sets are the same as sC-sets.
2.5. C-category (Category over an pS,ϕq-colored operad). Let C “ pC, α, Iq be
an pS,ϕq-colored operad. In this section we will use the previous definitions (C-sets, C-
semigroups and C-monoids) to define the notion of colored categories with an operad C
action. The C-set structure is used for the action on object sets and the C-semigroup and
C-monoid structure is used for the action on morphism sets.
Definition 2.20. A category over C, simply called a C-category, X “ pX , βq is an S-
colored category X “ tX psqusPS with
‚ structure maps β “ tβsusPŮkě0 Sk`1
β : Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq ˆObpX ps1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆObpX psmqq Ñ ObpX ps0qq (2.9)
such that tObpX psqqusPS turns into a C-set,
‚ structure maps β “ tβsusPŮkě0 Sk`1
β : Cps0;ϕps1q, ...,ϕpsmqq ˆ X ps1qpA1, B1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ X psmqpAm, Bmq
Ñ X ps0qpβpc,A1, ..., Amq, βpc,B1, ..., Bmqq (2.10)
such that the S-colored semigroup
tMorpsqusPS :“
$&% ďpA,BqPObpX psqq2 X psqpA,Bq
,.-
sPS
(2.11)
given by composition of maps is a sC-semigroup and its restriction to A “ B is asC-monoid with units given by the identity morphisms.
Example 2.21. Consider the pZě1, idq-colored operad D defined by
D
˜
mÿ
i“1
si; s1, ..., sm
¸
“
$&% The m-leaved planar rooted treewith coloring řmi“1 si on the root
and the coloring s1, ..., sm on the m leaves
,.-
The multiplication α is analogous to Example 2.9.
Now fix a monoidal category pC,bq and let X psq for s P Zě1 be the full subcategory
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with objects X1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXs, Xi P ObpCq. This gives a Zě1-colored category. It is even a
D-category with the structure map
β : Dpsq ˆObpX ps1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆObpX psmqq //
P
ObpX p
řm
i“1 siqq
P
pDpsq,Xp1q, ...,Xpmqq ✤ // Xp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXpmq,
where s “ p
řm
i“1 si; s1, ..., smq. The structure map β is canonically induced by the structure
map β. The compatibility condition between α and β follows from the coherence of the
monoidal category.
Definition 2.22. A functor Ψ between two C-categories pX , βX q and pY, βY q is a collection
of functors Ψ “ tΨs : X psq Ñ YpsqusPS such that:
‚ the collection of morphisms Ψs : ObpX psqq Ñ ObpYpsqq is a morphism of C-sets,
‚ for any s P S and A P ObpX psqq, the maps Ψs : X psqpA,Aq Ñ YpsqpΨpAq,ΨpAqq
define a morphism of C-monoids,
‚ for any s P S and A,B P ObpX psqq the maps Ψs : X psqpA,Bq Ñ YpsqpΨpAq,ΨpBqq
define a morphism of C-semigroups.
2.6. From preadditive C-categories to homotopy C-categories. In the rest of this
section, we define a preadditive C-category X p.add, an additive C-category X add, the cat-
egory of bounded complexes over an additive C-category CombpX addq and finally its ho-
motopy C-category KbpX addq. These categories are analogous to Bar-Natan’s definition of
categories of complexes over cobordism categories [BN05].
Recall that a preadditive category is a category where the morphisms sets are abelian
groups and the composition maps are bilinear.
Definition 2.23. A C-category pX , βq is preadditive if X psq is preadditive for all s P S
and the structure maps are compatible with the preadditive structure:
For idc P Cps;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and fj “
řnj
i“1 f
i
j P X psjqpXj ,X
1
jq p1 ď j ď mq, the
structure map β satisfies
βpidc, f1, ..., fmq “
n1ÿ
i1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
nmÿ
im“1
βpidc, f
i1
1 , ..., f
im
m q (2.12)
P X psqpβpc,X1, ...,Xmq, βpc,X
1
1, ...,X
1
mqq.
Remark 2.24. Given a C-category X “ pX , βq, its associated preadditive C-category
X p.add “ pX p.add, βq is obtained by allowing formal Z-linear sums of morphisms and ex-
tending the structure maps linearly. Similarly, for any Z-algebra A, we obtain the scalar
extended preadditive C-category X p.addA “ pX
p.add
A , βq associated to pX , βq by extending the
scalars to A. To summarize:
X , a C´ category  X p.add, a preadditive C´ category
 X
p.add
A , a preadditive C´ category with scalars extended to A.
For objects Aj, Bj P X psjq with Aj “
njÀ
k“1
Akj , Bj “
n1jÀ
l“1
Blj a morphism fj P X psjqpAj , Bjq
is given as a pnj, n
1
jq-matrix
f “ pfk,lj qk,l. (2.13)
Definition 2.25. A preadditive C-category is additive if the underlying categories X psq,
s P S, are additive and the structure maps are compatible with the additive structure:
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‚ for c P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and X
ij
j P ObpX psjqq (1 ď j ď m, 1 ď ij ď nj), the
structure maps β satisfy
βpc,
n1à
i1“1
Xi11 , ...,
nmà
im“1
Ximm q “
n1à
i1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
nmà
im“1
βpc,Xi11 , ...,X
im
m q, (2.14)
‚ the structure map applied to matrices equals the matrix of the structure maps applied
to the entries, in formulas: for idc P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and fj P X
addpsjqpAj , Bjq as in
(2.13) for 1 ď j ď m we have
βpidc, f1, ..., fmq “
´
βpidc, f
k1,l1
1 , ..., f
km,lm
m q
¯
(2.15)
with 1 ď kr ď nj, 1 ď lr ď n
1
j for 1 ď j ď m holds.
A preadditive C-category X can formally be extended to an additive C-category:
Definition 2.26. The additive closure of a preadditive C-category X , denoted by
MatpX q :“ tMatpX psqqusPS ,
is defined as follows: The object set of each S-colored category MatpX psqq consists of the
formal direct sums ‘ni“1X
i of objects Xi in ObpX psqq with the zero object 0s corresponding
to the sum over the empty set. Morphisms in MatpX psqqp‘nk“1X
k,‘n
1
l“1X
1lq are n1 ˆ
n matrices pf l,kq of morphisms f l,k P X p.addpsqpXk,X 1lq, as in (2.13) with composition
defined in terms of matrix multiplication. The structure maps β, β are assumed to satisfy
(2.14) and (2.15).
For an additive C-category tX psqusPS we have the usual categories of bounded com-
plexes CombpX psqq, s P S. We like to make them compatible by adding structure maps
generalizing the construction of tensor product on complexes:
Definition 2.27. Let X “ tX psqusPS be an additive C-category. The associated C-
category of bounded complexes is given by the S-colored category
CombpX q :“ tCombpX psqqusPS ,
of bounded complexes with the following structure maps (with 1 ď j ď m):
‚ for c P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and bounded complexes
X‚j “ ¨ ¨ ¨
d
X
i´1
j
// Xij
d
Xi
j
// Xi`1j
d
X
i`1
j
// ¨ ¨ ¨
in CombpX psjqq the structure map β
CombpX q defined by
βpc,X‚1 , ...,X
‚
mq “ ¨ ¨ ¨
di´1
// Xi
di // Xi`1
di`1
// ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where Xi “
À
i1`¨¨¨`im“i βpc,X
i1
1 , ...,X
im
m q and
di “
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`im“i
mÿ
k“1
p´1qi1`¨¨¨`ik´1βpidc, idXi1
1
, ..., id
X
ik´1
k´1
, d
X
ik
k
, id
X
ik`1
k`1
, ..., id
X
im
m
q;
‚ for idc P Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq and f
‚
j P Com
bpX psjqqpX
‚
j ,X
1‚
j q p1 ď j ď mq, the
structure map β defined by
βpidc, f
‚
1 , ..., f
‚
mq “ p..., f
i´1, f i, f i`1, ...q (2.16)
P CombpX p.addpsqqpβpc,X‚1 , ...,X
‚
mq, βpc,X
1‚
1, ...,X
1‚
mqq,
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where f i “
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`im“i
βpidc, f
i1
1 , ..., f
im
m q P X
p.addpsqpXi,X 1iq,
Xi “ ‘i1`¨¨¨`im“iβpc,X
i1
1 , ...,X
im
m q,
X 1i “ ‘i1`¨¨¨`im“iβpc,X
1i1
1 , ...,X
1im
m q.
Remark 2.28. The above operad action on a category of complexes is analogous the
tensor product of complexes in the sense that it works structurally the same way. As in
the case of tensor products of complexes, the choice of signs ensures d2 “ 0.
The following is the analog of the fact, that for fi : Ai Ñ Bi, 1 ď i ď m, with f1
null-homotopic f1b f2b . . .b fm : A1b . . .bAm Ñ B1b . . .bBm is also null-homotopic.
Proposition 2.29. Let f‚i P Com
bpX psiqqpX
‚
i , Y
‚
i q for 1 ď i ď m. Assume at least
one of the f‚i is null-homotopic. Then βpidc, f
‚
1 , ..., f
‚
mq is null-homotopic, where idc P
Cps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume f1 is null-homotopic. Let h “ th
i : Xi1 Ñ
Y i´11 u be a homotopy. It suffices to consider the case m “ 2. The mapsà
a`b“i
βpidc, h
a, f b2q :
à
a`b“i
βpc,Xa1 ,X
b
2q Ñ
à
a`b“i
βpc,X 1a´11 ,X
1b
2q
define a homotopy for βpidc, f
‚
1 , f
‚
2 q. 
As expected, we use the last proposition to define the homotopy category.
Definition 2.30. The homotopy C-category of CombpX q, denoted by
KbpX q :“ tKbpX psqqqusPS ,
is defined as follows:
‚ the object set ObpKbpX psqqq is the same as ObpCombpX psqqq.
‚ the morphisms in Kb are the morphisms in Comb up to null-homotopic, i.e.
KbpX psqqpX‚,X 1‚q :“ CombpX psqqpX‚,X 1‚q{tnull-homotopic morphismsu.
Remark 2.31. The constructions of C-categories Comb and Kb work analogously for
bounded above or bounded below complexes.
3. Extention of category with colored operad action
In this section we introduce C-sets generated by colored elements and C-categories ex-
tended by colored morphisms.
3.1. C-set generated by colored elements. Let C be an pS,ϕq-colored operad. We
introduce C-sets generated by an element Xs with color s P S.
Given a formal symbol Xs with color s P S, we define for c P Cpsq, where s “
ps0, ϕpsq, ..., ϕpsqloooooomoooooon
m
q, the formal elements
αˆpc;Xms q :“ αˆspc;Xs, ...,Xsloooomoooon
m
q. (3.1)
We set αˆpc;X0s q :“ c for c P Cps0q.
Definition 3.1. The C-set pXsqC generated by Xs is the S-colored set tpXsqCps0qus0PS ,
where
pXsqCps0q :“ tαˆpc,X
m
s q | m ě 0, c P Cps0;ϕpsq, ..., ϕpsqloooooomoooooon
m
qu, (3.2)
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together with the structure maps (for non-empty sets)
βs : Cpsq ˆ pXsqCps1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pXsqCpsmq Ñ pXsqCps0q, (3.3)
for s “ ps0;ϕps1q, ..., ϕpsmqq, defined as
βspc;x1, ..., xmq :“ αˆpαspc, c1, ..., cmq;X
n
s q, (3.4)
where xi “ αˆpci;X
ni
s q and n “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nm, and for the unit Is P Cps;ϕpsqq
βps;ϕpsqqpIs;xsq “ xs. (3.5)
We omit the straightforward check that these structure maps satisfy the required con-
ditions of a C-set which follows directly from the conditions for α.
Example 3.2. Let X`,X´ be two formal symbols with the same color s P S. The C-set
pX`,X´qC is the S-colored set tpX`,X´qCps0qus0PS , where
pX`,X´qCps0q :“ tαpc,Xǫ1 , . . . ,Xǫmq | m ě 0, ǫi P t`,´u, c P Cps0;ϕpsq, ..., ϕpsqloooooomoooooon
m
qu (3.6)
and the structure maps are defined as before.
Remark 3.3. The definition extends to arbitrary finite sets X “ tXi | i P Iu with coloring
map X Ñ S, but we won’t need this here.
3.2. Category extended by morphisms. Let A be a category. We consider additional
morphisms of the category A which are morphisms between objects of A but not included
in the morphism set of A. A set F of additional morphisms is a disjoint union
F “
ğ
X,Y PObpAq
F pX,Y q,
of possibly empty sets. The subset F pX,Y q is the set of additional morphisms from X to
Y (possibly empty if there are no morphisms from X to Y in F ).
Definition 3.4 (Category extended by morphisms). Let A be a category and F be a set
of additional morphisms of A. For any two objects X,Y in A set
A1pX,Y q “ ApX,Y q Y F pX,Y q.
The associated extended category ArF s is defined by ObpArF sq “ ObpAq and
ArF spX,Y q “ tfr . . . f2f1|r P Zą0, fi P A1pXi,Xi`1q,X1 “ X,Xr`1 “ Y u
where we factor out associativity and identity: f ˝idX “ f “ idY ˝f for all f P ArF spX,Y q.
3.3. C-category extended by colored morphisms. Let pX , βq be a C-category. By ad-
ditional morphisms for C we mean an S-colored set G “ tGpsqusPS of additional morphisms
Gpsq for X psq. For c P Cps0; s1, . . . , smq and g “ pgiq1ďiďm with gi P X psiqrGpsiqspAi, Biq
for Ai, Bi P X psiq we extend β by adding formal symbols
βpidc;gq :“ βpidc; g1, . . . , gmq.
in case not all gi are in X psiq. Let G
Cps0q be the equivalence classes of all βpidc;gq (for
varying g) modulo the relation (2.6) and let GC “
Ů
s0PS G
Cps0q. In the following we do
not distinguish in the notation between βpidc;gq and its equivalence class. Given this data
we have the extended S-colored category
X rGs “ tX rGspsqusPS :“ tX psqrGCpsqsusPS . (3.7)
Note that the objects are the same as in X , but the morphisms are extended. We define
now the corresponding extended C-category.
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Definition 3.5 (Extended C-category). Let pX , βq be a C-category and G be a set of
additional S-colored morphisms of X . The associated extended C-category pX rGs, βX rGsq
is the S-colored category X rGs as in (3.7) together with the structure maps βX rGs :“ β
and β
X rGs
given by extending the β’s linearly in the sense of (2.7).
Although the above definition looks rather technical it should be seen just as the C-
category generated by the set of additional morphisms G.
4. Colored operad P
In this section we define oriented planar arc diagrams and an operad structure on them.
In the next section, we introduce then a new family of cobordism categories for Khovanov–
Rozansky homology associated to matrix factorization with the potentials n
n`1x
n`1 and
realize them as a category over the operad of arc diagrams.
4.1. The pS˘, ιq-colored operad P. Let D0 be a closed unit disk in R2 with center the
origin p0, 0q and let Dpkq (k P Zě0) be the complement in D0 of the finite union of k open
disks Di pi “ 1, ..., kq with diameter
1
k
and center p2i
k
´ 1
k
´ 1, 0q
Dpkq “ D0z
kď
i“1
Di,
together with a fixed base point on each circle. For instance, we fix a base point ˚j at the
angle 3π
2
of each boundary BDj pj “ 0, ..., kq, for instance
Dp0q “
˚0
Dp1q “ D1
˚0
˚1
Dp3q “ D1 D2 D3
˚0
˚1 ˚2 ˚3
Definition 4.1. Let I “ r0, 1s be the unit interval oriented from 0 to 1 and S1 the unit
circle in R2 oriented counter-clockwise.
An oriented pl1, l2q-arc diagram of type k is a finite union T of embeddings fi : I Ñ Dpkq,
1 ď i ď l1, and gj : S
1 Ñ Dpkq, 1 ď j ď l2, such that fip0q, fip1q P BpDpkqqzt˚0, ..., ˚ku and
the images are pairwise disjoint. We usually identify T withe the image
Ťl1
a“1 faY
Ťl2
b“1 gb
of the embeddings.
T0 “ D1 D2 D3
˚0
˚1 ˚2 ˚3
T1 “
D1
˚0
˚1
T2 “
D1 D2
˚0
˚2˚1
T3 “
˚0
Figure 2. Planar arc diagrams
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Definition 4.2 (Isotopy of arc diagrams). Let T and T 1 be oriented pl1, l2q-arc diagrams
of type k. T and T 1 are isotopic if there exists isotopy, i.e. a continuous map
ϕ : Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s
P
// Dpkq
P
pd, tq ✤ // ϕtpdq
such that each ϕt is a homeomorphism of Dpkq, with ϕtp˚jq “ ˚j pj “ 0, ..., kq, ϕ0 “ idDpkq
and ϕ1pT q “ T
1. Write T„T 1 if T and T 1 are isotopic.
For a given pl1, l2q-arc diagram T “
Ťl1
a“1 fa Y
Ťl2
b“1 gb of type k, we define a coloring
spT q as follows. Put a `-sign at fip1q and a ´-sign at fip0q (i “ 1, ..., l1) and define sjpT q
pj “ 0, ..., kq by a sequence of ˘-signs on BDj reading signs counter-clockwise from the
base point ˚j . We set sjpT q “ H if there is no ˘-sign on BDj . Finally we define a coloring
of T by
s “ spT q “ ps0pT q; s1pT q, ..., skpT qq.
Denote by #`psq the total number of `-sign in s and by #´psq the total number of ´-sign
in s. By definition we find the following lemma. Hence by definition
Lemma 4.3. For any arc diagrams T we have #`pspT qq “ #´pspT qq.
Going back to the arc diagrams of Figure 2, we find that the coloring spT0q con-
sists of s0pT0q “ p`,´,´,´,`,`,`q, s1pT0q “ p´,`q, s2pT0q “ p´,´,`q, s3pT0q “
p´,`,`,´q, spT1q consists of s0pT1q “ p`,´q, s1pT1q “ H, the coloring spT2q consists
of s0pT2q “ p`,`,´q, s1pT2q “ H, s2pT2q “ p´q and the coloring spT3q consists of
s0pT3q “ p`,´,´,`q.
Let S˘ be the set
Ů
kě1t`,´u
k Y tHu. We define an involution ι : Sk`1˘ Ñ S
k`1
˘ by
ιpHq “ H, ιp`q “ ´, ιp´q “ `, ιpǫ1, ..., ǫnq “ pιpǫ1q, ..., ιpǫnqq for pǫ1, ..., ǫnq P S˘ and
ιps0; s1, ..., skq “ pιps0q; ιps1q, ..., ιpskqq for ps0; s1, ..., skq P S
k`1
˘ .
Definition 4.4. For a given s “ ps0; ιps1q, ..., ιpskqq P S
k`1
˘ , we consider the isotopy classes
of arc diagrams Ppsq “ tT | spT q “ su { „ . We define the
Ů
kě0 S
k`1
˘ -colored set P as
P “ tPpsqu
sPŮkě0 Sk`1˘ .
Obviously, by Lemma 4.3 we have Ppsq “ H if #`psq ­“ #´psq.
4.2. Colored operad structure of P. In this section we define an pS˘, ιq-operad struc-
ture on P. We start by illustrating the operad product before giving precise definitions.
For arc diagrams T0 P Pps0; ιps
p1q
0 q, ..., ιps
pmq
0 qq and Ti P Pps
piq
0 ; ιps
piq
1 q, ..., ιps
piq
ki
qq (i “
1, ...,m), the operad product α first takes Ti and puts it into the i-th hole of T0 by match-
ing the base points and connecting the arcs at the boundaries, and then relabels and
rescales the discs in the obvious way. Using for example the arc diagrams of Figure 2 the
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product αpT0;T1, T2, T3q looks as follows:
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝ D1 D2 D3
˚0
˚1 ˚2 ˚3
, D1
˚0
˚1
, D1 D2
˚0
˚2˚1
,
˚0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
α //
put Ti into i-th hole of T0

D2 D3
˚2 ˚3
D1
˚1
˚0
D1 D2
˚2˚1
D1
˚1
˚0
rescale and relabel
99rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
‚ The operad product α:
Let
T0 “
l1ď
a“1
fa Y
l2ď
b“1
gb
be an pl1, l2q-arc diagram of type m with coloring spT0q “ ps0; ιps
p1q
0 q, ..., ιps
pmq
0 qq P S
m`1
˘
and let
Ti “
l
piq
1ď
a“1
f piqa Y
l
piq
2ď
b“1
g
piq
b pi “ 1, ...,mq
be an pl
piq
1 , l
piq
2 q-arc diagram of type ki with coloring spTiq “ ps
piq
0 ; ιps
piq
1 q, ..., ιps
piq
ki
qq P Ski`1˘ ,
where s
piq
0 is the coloring on BDi of T0. Let ǫ
piq
a P t`,´u be the sign at fjaptaq P BDi
respectively f
piq
j1a
p1 ´ taq P BD0 with 1 ď a ď i, ja P t1, ..., l1u, j
1
a P t1, ..., l
piq
1 u and
ta P t0, 1u.
There exists an embedding ei : D0 Ñ Di pi “ 1, ...,mq such that ei on
Dθ “ td P D0| |d| ă 1´ θu Ă D0 pθ ! 0q
equals to the scaling embedding 1
k
: D0 Ñ Di; d ÞÑ
1
k
d, eip˚0q “ ˚i and
pfj1pt1q, ..., fjni ptniqq “ peipf
piq
j1
1
p1´ t1qq, ..., eipf
piq
j1ni
p1´ tniqqq.
The operad product α on P is defined by assigning to arc diagrams T0,..., Tm of type ki
an arc diagram αpT0;T1, ..., Tmq of type k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` km as follows:
(1) putting each arc diagram Ti into the i-th hole of T0 by the embedding ei,
(2) connecting the curve fja of T0 and the curve eipf
piq
j1a
q of eipTiq at all points fjaptaq
of T0 pa “ 1, ..., niq,
(3) rescaling sizes of disks by a homeomorphism ψ of D0 such that
ψptpx, 0q|x P r´1, 1suq “ tpx, 0q|x P r´1, 1su
and ψpeipDj ofDpkiqqq “ Dk1`¨¨¨`ki´1`j of Dpk1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kmq,
(4) relabeling names of disks.
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The product is well-defined on P, since it does not depend on the choice of embeddings
ei and the homeomorphism ψ up to isotopy.
‚ Units: For each coloring s “ pǫ1, ..., ǫnq P S˘, the unit Is P Pps, ιpsqq is given by
Is “
Ťn
a“1 fǫa, where
fǫaptq “
$&%
´
t`1
2
cosp p2a`1qπ
n
´ π
2
q, t`1
2
sinp p2a`1qπ
n
´ π
2
q
¯
if ǫa “ `,´
´t`2
2
cosp p2a`1qπ
n
´ π
2
q, ´t`2
2
sinp p2a`1qπ
n
´ π
2
q
¯
if ǫa “ ´.
For example,
Ip`,´,`,`,`,`q “
˚1
˚0
, Ip´,`,`q “
˚1
˚0
For any arc diagram T of type k with a coloring ps0; ιps1q, ..., ιpskqq P S
k`1
˘ , we have
(1) α1pIs0 ;T q„T ,
(2) αkpT ; Is1 , ..., Iskq„T .
‚ Action of the braid group: We define an action of the braid group Bk on an arc
diagram T of type k as follow. We define an action of bi P Bk on an arc diagram T of
type k by renaming the label i with i` 1 and the label i` 1 with i and moving T by the
homeomorphism bi of D0 in Figure 3.
Di Di`1
˚i ˚i`1
rename// Di`1 Di
˚i`1 ˚i
bi // Di Di`1
˚i ˚i`1
Figure 3. Action of braid group on arc diagram
Lemma 4.5. Let T be an oriented arc planar diagram of type k. For i “ 1, ..., k ´ 1, we
have
(1) bibjpT q „ bjbiT for |i´ j| ą 1,
(2) bi`1bibi`1pT q„bibi`1bipT q for i “ 1, ..., k ´ 2.
Proof. This can be directly deduced from the definitions. 
Theorem 4.6. P is a braided pS˘, ιq-colored operad.
Proof. An operad structure α with units Is, s P S˘, is given above. By Lemma 4.5, P is
braided and it is easy to see that the other axioms of the colored operad is also satisfied. 
4.3. The identities operad P. We now introduce a cobordism presentation of the iden-
tities operad.
Definition 4.7. Let T be an oriented pl1, l2q-arc diagram of type k. We define an identity
cobordism of T , denoted by idT , is the image of the embedding
idT :
´Ťj1
a“1r0, 1s Y
Ťl2
b“1 S
1
¯
ˆ r0, 1s
P
// Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s
P
pu, tq ✤ // pT puq, tq
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Definition 4.8. Let T and T 1 be oriented pl1, l2q-arc diagrams of type k. Two identity
cobordisms idT and idT 1 are called cobordism isotopic if there exists a cobordism isotopy,
i.e. a continuous map
Φ : Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s
P
// Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s
P
pd, t1, t2q
✤ // Φt2pd, t1q
where Φt2 for each t2 P r0, 1s is a homeomorphism of Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s satisfying Φ0 “
idDpkqˆr0,1s, Φ1pidT q “ idT 1 , Φt2pt˚iu ˆ r0, 1sq “ t˚iu ˆ r0, 1s for 0 ď i ď k.
We write idT
c
„ idT 1 if idT and idT 1 are cobordism isotopic.
Definition 4.9. For a given s “ ps0; ιps1q, ..., ιpskqq P S
k`1
˘ , we consider the set
Ppsq “ tidT |T P Ppsqu{
c
„
We define the
Ů
kě0 S
k`1
˘ -colored set P as
P “ tPpsqu
sPŮkě0 Sk`1˘ .
By definition of cobordism isotopies we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Oriented pl1, l2q-arc diagrams T and T
1 are isotopic if and only these iden-
tity cobordisms idT and idT 1 are cobordism isotopic.
Proposition 4.11. We have an isomorphism as a set
Ppsq » Ppsq.
In particular, P inherits a symmetric pS˘, ιq-colored operad structure via Theorem 4.6.
5. Graded cobordism P-category COBgrGn and COB
gr
Gn{L
5.1. The cobordism P-category zCOB. We consider embeddings f piq : r0, 1s Ñ D0
pi “ 0, 1q defined by
t
✤ //
$’’’&’’’%
p1´3t?
2
` 3t
2
,
p´1qip1´3tq?
2
q p0 ď t ď 1
3
q
p3
2
´ 3t, 0q p1
3
ă t ď 2
3
q
p´3t´3
2
´ 3t´2?
2
,
p´1qip3t´2q?
2
q p2
3
ă t ď 1q.
Denote by X the union f p0qYf p1q which is a trivalent diagram (See Figure 4). The coloring
of X is defined by sX “ p´,´,`,`q.
˚0
Y
˚0
“
˚0
Figure 4. f p0q Y f p1q “ X
We consider the P-set pXqP generated by the colored element X defined as below (also
see Definition 3.1).
Definition 5.1. We define the colored set pXqPpsq, s P S˘, as
pXqPpsq :“ tαpT ;X
mq |m ě 0, T P P ps; ιpsXq, ..., ιpsX qloooooooomoooooooon
m
qu{ „
and the P-set pXqP as
pXqP :“ tpXqPpsqusPS˘ .
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The formal symbols αpT ;Xmq have the following geometric presentation.
Example 5.2 (Geometric presentation of formal symbols in the P-set pXqP).
T1 “
˚1
˚0
T2 “
˚1
˚0
T3 “
˚1 ˚2
˚0
T4 “
˚0
αpT1,Xq „
˚0
αpT2,Xq „
˚0
αpT3,X
2q „
˚0
αpT4,X
0q “
˚0
We find that αpT1,Xq P pXqPp´,´,`,`q, αpT2,Xq P pXqPp´,`,`,´q, αpT3,X
2q P
pXqPp´,`,`,`,´,´q, αpT4,Xq P pXqPp`,´,`,´q.
Let X be a cobordism of the embedding
idX : pr0, 1s Y r0, 1sq ˆ r0, 1s
P
// Dpkq ˆ r0, 1s
P
pu, tq ✤ // pXpuq, tq.
˚
˚
Figure 5. Cobordism idX
Define the S˘-colored set
pXqPpsq :“ tαpidT ;X
m
q | idT P P ps; ιpsXq, ..., ιpsX qloooooooomoooooooon
m
q,m ě 0u{
c
„
and a P-set pXqP :“ tpXqPpsqusPS˘ .
Definition 5.3. We define zCOB as the P-category whose object set is pXqP and, for
objects x, x1 P pXqPpsq, the morphism set is
zCOBpx, x1q :“ " tidxu Ă pXqPpsq if x „ x1
H otherwise.
5.2. Graded cobordism P-category COBgrGn . We introduce now a Z ‘ Z{2-graded P-
category extended by a set Gn of colored morphisms. This set should be viewed as a set
of foams or cobordisms, but we treat them formally.
Definition 5.4. The P-category zCOBrGns1 is defined as the P-category zCOB extended by
the set Gn which consists of the following additional morphisms between objects of zCOB:
‚ Morphisms with coloring p`,´,`,´q:
fs1= fs2=
‚ Morphisms with coloring H:
fu1 “ fu2 “ fcu1 “ fcu2 “
‚ Morphisms with coloring p´,´,`,`q:
fz “ fuz “
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‚ Morphisms with coloring p´,´,`,`q:
fin “ fpr “
‚ Morphisms with coloring p´,´,´,`,`,`q:
ftri “
Here, the additional morphisms fs1, fs2, fu1, fu2, fcu1 and fcu2 describe the generators
for usual cobordisms, while fz, fuz, fin and fpr are analogously for cobordisms with sheets.
We need those, because we need a map from the generating object X to two parallel lines.
The additional morphism ftri is a generator composed of the sheets which are overlapped
with two and three sheets; we need to include it to have maps which we need to prove the
invariance under Reidemeister move 3.
Remark 5.5. (1) Note that the set Gn does not depend on n. But for n “ 2 we later set
the generator ftri to zero, so we could also define the generating set in this case without
ftri. Our approach makes the similarities in the relations for n “ 2 and n ě 3 clear.
(2) The reason why we call it Gn is that cobordism generators have a Z ‘ Z{2Z-grading
depending on n. See Definition 5.8.
We define cobordism isotopic on morphisms of zCOBrGns1 using a cobordism isotopy
which is same to Definition 4.8 in the case of k “ 0.
Definition 5.6 (Cobordism isotopy). Let f and f 1 be cobordisms in zCOBrGns1. The
cobordisms f and f 1 are cobordism isotopic if if there exists a cobordism isotopy, i.e. a
continuous map
Φ : D0 ˆ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s
P
// D0 ˆ r0, 1s
P
pd, t1, t2q
✤ // Φt2pd, t1q
where Φt2 for each t2 P r0, 1s is a homeomorphism of D0ˆ r0, 1s satisfying Φ0 “ idD0ˆr0,1s,
Φ1pfq “ f
1, Φt2pt˚0u ˆ r0, 1sq “ t˚0u ˆ r0, 1s. Write f
c
„ f 1 if f and f 1 are cobordism
isotopic.
Definition 5.7. We define zCOBrGns as the P-category consisting of the same objects to
the category zCOBrGns1 and morphism sets modulo cobordism isotopies.
We give the following list of some cobordism isotopies. We find that there exist homeo-
morphisms giving such a cobordism isotopy.
(I1)
c
„
c
„ ,
c
„
c
„
(I2)
c
„
c
„ ,
c
„
c
„
(I3) :=
c
„
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Using cobordism isotopy, the cobordism is obtained as the following composi-
tion of additional morphisms
– ÝÝÝÝÑ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ÝÝÝÝÑ ÝÝÝÑ
where we always apply the indicated map to the part indicated in the red circle.
Similarly, the cobordism is composed from the generators of the above compos-
ition turned upside down and the cobordisms and are the compositions
of the above generators with reversed orientation.
By cobordism isotopy, the following different compositions of additional morphisms are
isotopic.
c
„ ,
c
„
c
„ ,
c
„
We construct the Z‘ Z{2-graded category zCOBrGnsgr as follows.
Definition 5.8. The P-category zCOBrGnsgr is the Z ‘ Z{2-graded category zCOBrGns
whose objects consist of Z‘Z{2-graded objects xtt, uu, where x P obpzCOBrGnsq, t P Z and
u P Z{2.
In the graded category zCOBrGns, the identity morphisms in zCOB and ftri in Gn are of
degree (0,0), fs1 and fs2 in Gn are of degree pn´ 1, 1q, fu1, fu2, fcu1 and fcu2 in Gn are of
degree p1´n, 1q, fz and fuz in Gn are of degree p1, 0q, and fin and fpr in Gn are of degree
p´1, 0q.
The composition of morphisms and the P-action on morphisms are preserving degrees,
that is,
degpf ˝ gq “ degpfq ` degpgq, degpβpT, f1, ..., fmqq “ degpf1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` degpfmq,
where f P HomzCOBrGnsgrpx1, x2qpsq, g P HomzCOBrGnsgrpx, x1qpsq, T P Pps0; ιps1q, ..., ιpskqq
and fi pi “ 1, ...,mq is a morphism of zCOBrGnsgrpsiq.
In this situation the morphism set from x to x1 in zCOBrGnsgrpsq is
HomzCOBrGnsgrpsqpx, x1q “ à
zPZ‘Z{2
Homzpx, x1q,
where Homzpx, x1q is the set of morphisms from x to x1 of degree z P Z ‘ Z{2 modulo
cobordism isotopies.
Remark 5.9. The above degree of the additional morphism of Gn is derived from the
degree of the corresponding morphisms of matrix factorizations. We discuss the corres-
pondence in Section 8.
Definition 5.10. For any n ě 2 the graded category COBgrGn is defined as the scalar
extended preadditive P-category pzCOBrGnsgrqp.addZr 1
n
s .
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Remark 5.11. The definition of COBgrGn involves the extension of scalars from Z to Zr
1
n
s.
This is done because the following Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.20 require that n is invertible.
Denote by k the cobordism with degree p2k, 0q associated to the morphism
pfzip ¨funzipq
k`1, which is the cobordism with k genus and k`1 sheets
k
. Moreover,
we denote by k the cobordism of foams
l
l
l
k with degree p2k, 0q, where l “ n´ 1.
We do not include the dot on cobordism in the generating set Gn. The dot on a cobordism
is represented by the cobordism 1 .
Remark 5.12. We canonically regard a cobordism with a number in the box as a cobor-
dism with foams using the orientation of the cobordism. In Figure 6, note that we find
that fa1 and fb1 are isotopic, whereas fa1 and fc1 are not isotopic since rotating by 180
degrees does not preserve the base point. Therefore the cobordism fb1 is regarded as the
cobordism fa2 but not to fb2 . The cobordism fc1 is regarded as the cobordism fc2 .
fa1 “ k fa2 “
l
l
l
k fb1 “ k fb2 “
l
l
l
k fc1 “ k fc2 “
l
l
l
k
Figure 6. Orientation and cobordism of foams
5.3. Graded cobordism P-category COBgr
Gn{L. We define a cobordism category COB
gr
Gn{L
associated to Khovanov–Rozansky’s sln link homology [KR08] which is analogous to the
Bar-Natan’s cobordism category Cob3l associated to Khovanov’s sl2 link homology [BN05,
Kho00].
Definition 5.13. We define the cobordism category COBgr
Gn{L as the quotient category of
the preadditive category COBgrGn consisting of the same objects, that is, ObpCOB
gr
Gn{Lpsqq “
ObpCOBgrGnpsqq and the morphism sets of COB
gr
Gn
modulo the local relations L listed in
Definition 5.14 below.
We define a set of local relations, denoted by L, in the the preadditive category COBgrGn .
Definition 5.14. Let L be a set of the following relations in COBgrGn .
(R1) a) l “ 0 b) l “ 0 (1 ď l ď n´ 2)
(R2) a) n´ 1 “
p´1qn´1
n
b) n´ 1 “
p´1qn´1
n
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(R3) a) “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
k`l“n´1
k,lě0
k
l
b) “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
k`l“n´1
k,lě0
k
l
(R4) “ 1 ´ 1
(R5) a) “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
j
l
k
b) “ p´1qnn
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
j
l
k
(R6) ` “ `
(R7) “ 0
(R8) a) ` “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
i`j`k`l“n´3
i,j,k,lě0
k
l
ij
b) ` “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
i`j`k`l“n´3
i,j,k,lě0
k
l
ij
(R9) a) “ ´ b) “ ´
(R10)
l
“ p´1qn
l
where l “ n´ 1
(R11) 1 `
1 “ 1 `
1
(R12) a) ` “
b) ´ “
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(R13) a) ` “
b) ` “
(R14) if n “ 2: “ 0
Conjecture 5.15 (Consistency conjecture). The COBgr
Gn{L is a non trivial P-category.
The category COBgrGn is a non trivial P-category but we have not still understood that
the quotient category COBgr
Gn{L is non trivial. For defining the relation set L in COB
gr
Gn
we use a structure of morphisms of matrix factorizations whose indeterminate sign for the
saddle cobordisms is fixed. See Remark 8.19. We conjecture that our choice of the sign
does not induce that the identity cobordism is equal to 0. We discuss the consistency of
this cobordism category COBgr
Gn{L in Section 8.
5.4. Consequences of the relations. We first deduce some further relations which hold
in COBgr
Gn{L.
Remark 5.16. By defining :“ we obtain the relation “ 0
1
´ 1
0
directly from (R4). Hence, we can always “cut” at a sheet independent of whether it lies
horizontally or vertically.
Lemma 5.17. We have the following local relations in the category COBgr
Gn{L.
(Ra) 0 “ 0 0 “ 0
(Rb) αn` k “ 0, αn` k “ 0 (α ě 1, 0 ď k ď n´ 2)
(Rc)
αn´ 1
“ p´1q
n´1
n pα ´ 1qn
pα ě 2q.
(Rd) “ n
(Re) a)
ÿ
j`k“n´1
j,kě0
j k “ 0, b)
ÿ
j`k“n´1
j,kě0
j k “ 0
(Rf) a)
ÿ
j`l“n´1
j,lě0
j
l “ 0, b)
ÿ
j`l“n´1
j,lě0
j
l “ 0
(Rg) ` “
$’&’% if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2
(Rh) ` “
$’&’% if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2
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Proof. Relation (Ra): We apply the cobordism to the top of (R3) and its mirror
image to the bottom. Applying (R1) only two summands remain, each of which contain
one undecorated sphere and one sphere with n´ 1 . Using (R2) we obtain that the sphere
equals twice the sphere and hence must be zero.
Relation (Rb): Let y “ αn` k. Assume first that α “ 1. We apply the cobordism
decorated with n´ 1 and its mirror image decorated with k ` 1 to the top respectively
bottom of Relation (R3). If k “ 0 the only two summands which can be nonzero contain
a sphere with n´ 1 at the bottom, and a sphere with n at the top, and the other way
around. Using (R2) we obtain that the sphere decorated with y equals twice this sphere
and hence must be zero. If k ą 0 we can argue exactly in the same way assuming the
claim for smaller k. Now assume α ě 2 and the claim holds for smaller y. Then apply the
cobordism decorated with pα´ 1qn ` k and its mirror image decorated with n to
the top respectively bottom of Relation (R3). The only summand which can be nonzero
has a sphere decorated with 2n´ 1 at the bottom, but then we have pα´ 1qn` k at
the top, and hence we obtain zero by induction.
Relation (Rc): We now apply the cobordism decorated with n to the top of
Relation (R3). Then from what we proved already all summands vanish except of the one
containing a sphere decorated with 2n´ 1 at the top and no decorations at the bottom.
This is however equivalent to the assertion.
Relation (Rd): We obtain the torus , if we connect the two boundaries of the
cylinder on the left-hand side of Relation (R3). By Relation (R2) we obtain the right-hand
side equals n.
Relation (Re): We compose Relation (R5) with the cobordism x for x “ n ´ 1
and then obtain Relation (Re) from Relation (R4). Relation (Rf) is deduced analogously.
Relation (Rg) and (Rh): By putting Relation (R13) a) into frot1 in Figure 7 and using
a cobordism isotopy, we obtain Relation (Rg).
Relation (Rh) is also obtained by putting Relation (R13) a) into frot2 in Figure 7.
frot1 “ frot2 “
Figure 7. Rotation cobordisms

Lemma 5.18. From Relation (R5) we obtain the following equalities in the category
COB
gr
Gn{L.
paq “ p´1qnn
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
l
ij
pbq “ p´1qnn
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
k
ij
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pcq “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
l
ij
pdq “ p´1qn´1n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
k
ij
Proof. Put (R5) into resp. its mirror image through the x-axis. 
Lemma 5.19. We have the following local relations in the category COBgr
Gn{L.
paq “ ´ 1 `
1
“
1
´ 1
pbq 1 ´ 1 “ ´
pcq 1 ´
1
“ ´
Proof. Putting Relation (R6) into and applying Relation (R4) and (R11), we obtain
the relation paq. The relations pbq and pcq are applications of the relation paq. 
Immediately, we have the following local relations by Relation (R4) and Lemma 5.19 pbq
and pcq
Lemma 5.20. The following equalities hold in the category COBgr
Gn{L.
paq ´ ` “ ´ `
pbq ´ ` “ ´ `
6. Chain complex of cobordisms for tangle
Bar-Natan defined an oriented tangle invariant with values in a cobordism category
associated to Khovanov homology [BN05]. In this section, we introduce a complex of the
category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq associated to Khovanov–Rozansky homology for an oriented
tangle. Assuming Conjecture 5.15 is true implies that the complex is an oriented tangle
invariant. We discuss the invariance under the Reidemeister moves in Appendix A.
6.1. Oriented tangle diagram and colored operad P. We consider the positive and
negative crossing with color scr “ p´,´,`,`q, denoted by Cr` and Cr´ (see Figure 8)
and put Cr “ tCr`, Cr´u.
For a given oriented planar arc diagram T P Pps;
mhkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
ιpscrq, ..., ιpscrqq, s P S˘, we obtain an
oriented tangle diagram withm crossings by putting the positive or negative crossings Cr`,
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Cr`=
˚0
Cr´=
˚0
Figure 8. Crossings with base point and color scr “ p´,´,`,`q
Cr´ into each hole of T using an embedding ei : D0 Ñ Di pi “ 1, ...,mq. This construction
is analogous to the construction of αpT ;Xmq in Section 5. Denote by αpT ;Crm`` , Cr
m´
´ q,
m``m´ “ m, the oriented tangle diagram obtained by putting m` positive crossing into
the holes D1 to Dm` of T and m´ negative crossing into the holes Dm``1 to Dm.
Definition 6.1. For s P S˘ we define the S˘-colored set of oriented tangle diagrams
pCrqPpsq “ tαpT ;Cr
m`
` , Cr
m´
´ q|m`,m´ ě 0, T P Pps;
m``m´hkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj
ιpscrq, ..., ιpscrqqu{ „,
where „ is the isotopic relation which is the same to Definition 4.2 in the case k “ 0, and
the P-set of oriented tangle diagrams pCrqP “ tpCrqPpsqusPS˘ .
Example 6.2. This example is Example 3.2 in the case that C “ P, X` “ Cr`, and
X´ “ Cr´.
T1 “
˚1
˚0
T2 “
˚1 ˚2
˚0
αpT1;Cr
0`, Cr´q „
˚0
αpT2;Cr
0`, Cr2´q „
˚0
αpT2;Cr`, Cr´q „
˚0
αpT1;Cr
0`, Cr´q is an element of pCrqPp´,`,`,´q. αpT2;Cr0`, Cr2´q and αpT2;Cr`, Cr´q
are elements of pCrqPp´,`,`,`,´,´q.
For a given oriented tangle diagram D with color s P S˘, there exists a planar arc
diagram T P Pps; ιpscrq, ..., ιpscrqloooooooomoooooooon
m``m´
q such that αpT ;Cr
m`
` , Cr
m´
´ q is isotopic to D. Con-
versely, for a given planar arc diagram T P Pps; ιpscrq, ..., ιpscrqloooooooomoooooooon
m
q, αpT ;Cr
m`
` , Cr
m´
´ q,
m` `m´ “ m, is an oriented tangle diagram. Therefore we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.3. There is a natural bijection between pCrqPpsq and the set of oriented tangle
diagrams with coloring s.
6.2. From crossings and tangle diagrams to complexes of cobordisms. We define
an object in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq for an oriented tangle diagram. We start by
assigning complexes to positive and negative crossings.
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Definition 6.4. To the positive respectively negative crossing we assign complexes in
KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqqpscrq as follows:uwv
˚0
}~ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 //
˚0
tn, 1u //
˚0
tn´ 1, 1u // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨
´1 0uwv
˚0
}~ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ // 0 //
˚0
t1´ n, 1u //
˚0
t´n, 1u // 0 // ¨ ¨ ¨
0 1
.
(with
˚0
always in homological degree zero)
Definition 6.5. Let T be a planar arc diagram in Pps;
mhkkkkikkkkj
scr, ..., scrq and let D be an oriented
tangle diagram which is isotopic to αpT ;Cr`m` , Cr´m´q, m` `m´ “ m. To the planar
diagram D we define a complex JDK of KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqqpsq as follows:
βpT, JCr`Kk`, JCr´Kk´q “ βpT,
k`hkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkjJCr`K, ..., JCr`K,
k´hkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkjJCr´K, ..., JCr´Kq,
where β is the structure map for complexes (see Definition 2.27).
Apriori, this definition depends on the choice of the planar arc diagram, but the complexJDK is in fact well-defined:
Lemma 6.6. Let D be an oriented tangle diagram. We assume that D is isomorphic to
αpT1;Cr`m` , Cr´m´q and αpT2;Cr`m` , Cr´m´q for T1 and T2 planar arc diagrams in
Pps;
mhkkkkikkkkj
scr, ..., scrq. Then we have an isomorphism in K
bpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqqpsq of
βpT1, JCr`Kk`, JCr´Kk´q » βpT2, JCr`Kk`, JCr´Kk´q.
Proof. We can prove this proposition by a similar way to [BN05, 2.7]. This follows by
exactly the same arguments [BN05, 2.7] as in Bar Natan’s original construction. J´K is a map from the P-sets of oriented tangle diagrams pCrqP to the P-set of complexes
of planar arc diagrams KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq.
We show that this map J´K : D ÞÑ JDK is invariant under the Reidemeister moves in
Appendix A.
Definition 6.7. Let A be an additive category. The split Grothendieck group K0pK
bpAqq
of the bounded homotopy category KbpAq is the following quotient of the free abelian
group on the isomorphism classes of objects in KbpAq:
K0pK
bpAqq “ ZxIsopKbpAqqy ä
˜
rA‚s “
8ÿ
i“´8
p´1qirAis, rA‘Bs “ rAs ` rBs
¸
, (6.1)
where IsopKbpAqq is the isomorphism class of KbpAq.
If in addition A is Z‘Z{2Z-graded, we set qirAs “ rAti, 0us and srAs “ rAt0, 1us, which
makes K0pKpAqq a Zrq, q
´1, ss{ps2 ´ 1q-module.
From this we get immediately from Definition 6.4:
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Proposition 6.8. In the split Grothendieck group of the homotopy category of we have the
following equality
q´ns
»——–
˚0
fiffiffifl´ q´1
»——–
˚0
fiffiffifl “ qns
»——–
˚0
fiffiffifl´ q
»——–
˚0
fiffiffifl .
This equation in the case s “ 1 is the same to the skein relation of the polynomial sln
link invariant (specialized HOMFLY-PT polynomial). Together with the last theorem this
means that we get a categorification of the sln link invariant.
Remark 6.9. There are categorifications of the psln, Vnq link invariant which is associated
to the quantum group Uqpslnq and its vector representation Vn. They were obtained using
the category of matrix factorizations [KR08], Lie theoretic category O [MS09] and the cat-
egory of coherent sheaves of Grassmannian [CK08], Mackaay–Stosic–Vaz’s foam category
[MSV09] and, moreover, using the category of Soergel bimodule we obtain a categorific-
ation of HOMFLY-PT polynomial[Kho07]. Mackaay–Webster prove that there exists an
equivalence of these categorifications [MW18]. We conjecture that our categorification us-
ing the cobordism category has the flavor of "universal" property of a categorification of
the psln, Vnq invariant. In other words, for any categorification of psln, Vnq invariant
K0 : D Ñ tpsln, Vnq link invariantu
there exists a full factor G from our categorification KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq to the categori-
fication D such that the following diagram commutes
KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq
G
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
K0 // tpsln, Vnq link invariantu
D
K0
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
In the rest of paper we discuss relation the cobordism category and the category of matrix
factorizations.
7. Operad morphism from P to PHMF
In this section we define an operad morphism from the symmetric pS˘, ιq-colored operad
P to a symmetric pS˘, ιq-colored operad PHMF where the object sets are objects in the
homotopy category of matrix factorizations HMF. The operad structure of PHMF has been
discussed by Webster [Web07].
7.1. Matrix factorization. We recall the notion of a matrix factorization.
Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let R “ krx1, ..., xls for l ě 1 be the graded
polynomial ring equipped with an even positive grading R “ ‘iP2Zě0Ri, i.e. degpxiq “ 2ai
for some ai P Zě1. A graded R-module M is a Z-graded vector space ‘iPZM i with an
R-module structure RjM i Ă M i`j . For m P Z define the functor tmu which shifts the
grading up by m, i.e.
pMtmuqi “M i´m.
For a Laurent polynomial fpqq “
ř
aiq
i P Ně0rq, q´1s we set
M‘fpqq “
à
i
pMtiuq‘ai .
For graded R-modules M and N , we denote by HomR´grpM,Nq the vector space of
grading-preserving R-module morphisms inside all R-module homomorphisms HomRpM,Nq
and denote by HomRpM,Nqi the vector space of homogeneous morphisms of degree i P Z
so that
HomRpM,Nqi “ HomR´grpMtiu, Nq “ HomR´grpM,Nt´iuq.
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It is obvious that there is a canonical isomorphism between HomRpMtju, Ntjuqi and
HomRpM,Nqi for any j P Z. Define HOMRpM,Nq :“ ‘iPZHomRpM,Nqi.
Definition 7.1. Let ω be a homogeneous polynomial of even degree. A (graded) matrix
factorization with potential ω is a 4-tuple xM “ pM0,M1, dM0 , dM1q, where M0 and M1 are
free R-modules (possibly of infinite rank) and dMi :Mi ÑMi`1 is an R-module morphism
of degree 1
2
degpωq such that dMi`1dMi “ ωidMi for i P Z{2Z.
A grading-preserving morphism between matrix factorizations xM and pN is defined by a
pair of morphisms fi : Mi Ñ Ni P HomR´grpMi, Niq, i P Z{2Z, such that
dN0f0 “ f1dM0 , dN1f1 “ f0dM1 .
We denote by HomR´grpxM, pN q the vector space of grading-preserving morphisms from xM
to pN .
A morphism of degree i P Z between xM and pN is an element in HomR´grpxMtiu, pN q “
HomR´grpxM, pNt´iuq), where xMtiu “ pM0tiu,M1tiu, dM0 , dM1q. Denote the R-module of
all morphisms from xM to pN by
HOMMFpxM, pN q “ ‘iPZHomR´grpxMtiu, pN q.
The R-action on this set HOMMFpxM, pNq is rpf0, f1q “ prf0, rf1q for r P R and pf0, f1q P
HOMMFpxM, pNq.
Remark 7.2. We think of a matrix factorization xM “ pM0,M1, dM0 , dM1q as a 2-periodic
chain of R-modules
¨ ¨ ¨
dM1 // M0
dM0 // M1
dM1 // M0
dM0 // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Let MFgrR pωq be the additive category with objects all matrix factorizations with poten-
tial ω and morphism sets HOMMFpxM, pNq for matrix factorizations xM and pN .
Define a translation x1y on a matrix factorization xM “ pM0,M1, dM0 , dM1q byxMx1y :“ pM1,M0,´dM1 ,´dM0q
and on a morphism pf “ pf0, f1q by pf x1y :“ pf1, f0q.
A morphism pf P HOMMFpxM, pNq is null-homotopic if there exists a pair of R-module
morphisms h0 :M0 Ñ N1 and h1 :M1 Ñ N0 such that
f0 “ dN1h0 ` h1dM0 , f1 “ dN0h1 ` h0dM1 .
Let HMFgrR pωq be the homotopy category of matrix factorizations, i.e. this category con-
sists of the object setObpHMFgrR pωqq “ ObpMF
gr
R pωqq and the morphism setHOMHMFp
xM, pNq
for xM and pN P ObpHMFgrR pωqq is HOMMFpxM, pNq modulo null-homotopic morphisms.
Let X1 and X2 be sets of variables with the set of common variables Y. We con-
sider the graded polynomial rings R1 “ krX1s, R2 “ krX2s and S “ krYs. For xM “
pM0,M1, dM0 , dM1q in HMF
gr
R1
pω1q and pN “ pN0, N1, dN0 , dN1q in HMFgrR2pω2q, we define
a tensor product xM bS pN in HMFgrR1bSR2pω1 ` ω2q by¨˝¨˝
M0 bS N0
‘
M1 bS N1
‚˛,
¨˝
M1 bS N0
‘
M0 bS N1
‚˛,ˆ dM0 ´dN1
dN0 dM1
˙
,
ˆ
dM1 dN1
´dN0 dM0
˙‚˛.
For homogeneous polynomials p, q P R and an R-module M , the Koszul matrix factor-
ization Kpp; qqM with potential pq is defined by
Kpp; qqM :“ pM,Mt
1
2
pdegpqq ´ degppq qu, p, qq.
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For sequences p “ pp1, p2, ..., pkq, q “ pq1, q2, ..., qkq of homogeneous polynomials in R
and an R-module M , a matrix factorization K pp;qqM with potential
řk
i“1 piqi is defined
by
K pp;qqM “
k
b
i“1
Kppi; qiqR bR pM, 0, 0, 0q.
7.2. Matrix factorization of an arc diagram. Fix n ě 2. Khovanov–Rozansky intro-
duced an sln link homology whose Euler characteristic is the sln link invariant [KR08]. We
recall matrix factorizations of planar arc diagrams in Figure 9. The variables x1 and x2 of
Tf in Figure 9 have degree 2 and the variable y of Tg also has degree 2.
Tf : x0x1 Tg :
y
Figure 9. Arc diagrams Tf and Tg
Let hkpx1, x2, ..., xlq be the k-th complete symmetric function in variables x1, x2, ..., xl
and let ppe1, e2q be the polynomial associated to a representation of x
n`1 ` yn`1 by e1 “
x ` y and e2 “ xy. In other words, ppx ` y, xyq “ x
n`1 ` yn`1. For convenience, put
h
k
px1, x2, ..., xlq “
n
n`1h
kpx1, x2, ..., xlq.
Definition 7.3. For the empty diagram H we define the matrix factorization bypH :“ pk, 0, 0, 0q. (7.1)
For the oriented diagram Tf we define the matrix factorization byxTf px1, x2q :“ pkrx1, x2s,krx1, x2st1 ´ nu, hnpx1, x2q, x1 ´ x2q. (7.2)
For the oriented diagram Tg we define the matrix factorization byxTgpyq “ p0,krys{pynqt1´ nu, 0, 0q. (7.3)
7.3. Operad morphism from P to PHMF. In this section, we define a matrix factoriza-
tion for an oriented planar arc diagram T and show the set of these matrix factorizations
has an pS˘, ιq-operad structure.
Let T be an oriented planar arc diagram of type k, i.e. T “
Ůl1
i“0 fi \
Ůl2
j“1 gj :
r0, 1sl1 ˆ pS1ql2 Ñ Dpkq. The color spT q “ ps0pT q; s1pT q, ..., skpT qq P S
k`1
˘ consists of
sapT q “ ps
pa,1q, ..., spa,maqq for a “ 0, ..., k.
We define the map ϕ from the set of boundary points of T , denoted by BT “ tfipjq|0 ď
i ď l1, j “ 0, 1u to the set of colors of T , denoted by spT q “ ts
pa,bq|0 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď mau
by a boundary point fipjq mapping to the color of T at fipjq.
We assign two kind of variables at each boundary of an oriented planar arc diagram
T . We assign the variable xpi,jq to fipjq in T , where j “ 1, ..., l1 and j “ 0, 1, and assign
the variable xpa,bq to fipjq such that ϕpfipjqq “ spa,bq, where 0 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď ma. We
suppose that the variables xpa,bq and xpi,jq at fipjq P BT are equal.
We use the variables xpi,jq for defining a matrix factorization of an oriented planar arc
diagram T and we use the variables xpa,bq for defining an operad structure on the set of
matrix factorizations of arc diagrams.
For an oriented planar arc diagram T “
Ůl1
i“0 fi \
Ůl2
j“1 gj, we assign the variable
xpi,jq “ xpa,bq to all boundary points of T and assign the variable yj to gjp1, 0q, where
p1, 0q P S1.
Let xapT q be the set of variables x
pa,1q, ..., xpa,maq on the boundary Da.
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Example 7.4. We consider the oriented planar arc diagram in Figure 10. We have
x0pT q “ tx
p0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5qu “ txp4,1q, xp2,0q, xp1,0q, xp1,1q, xp3,1qu,
x1pT q “ tx
p1,1q, xp1,2qu “ txp3,0q, xp2,1qu,
x2pT q “ tx
p2,1q, xp2,2q, xp2,3qu “ txp4,0q, xp5,1q, xp5,0qu.
xp2,0q “ x
p0,2q
xp1,0q “ x
p0,3q
xp1,1q “ x
p0,4q
xp3,0q “ x
p1,1q
xp3,1q “ x
p0,5q
xp2,1q “ x
p1,2q xp5,0q “ x
p2,3q
xp4,1q “ x
p0,1q
xp4,0q “ x
p2,1q
xp5,1q “ x
p2,2q
y1
f1
f2
f3 f4
f5
g1
D1 D2
˚0
˚1 ˚2
Figure 10. Variables associated to oriented planar arc diagram T
Definition 7.5. For an oriented planar arc diagram T “
Ůl1
i“1 fi \
Ůl2
j“1 gj we define the
matrix factorization by
pT “ {l1ğ
i“1
fi \
l2ğ
j“1
gj :“
l1â
i“1
pTfipxpi,1q, xpi,0qq b l2â
j“1
pTgjpyjq, (7.4)
where these tensor products are defined over k.
Example 7.6. The matrix factorization of the oriented planar arc diagram T in Figure
10 is
5â
i“1
pTfipxpi,1q, xpi,0qq b pTg1py1q.
Definition 7.7 (Operad PHMF). We define a set of matrix factorizations with color s P
Sk`1˘ by
PHMFpsq :“ t pT |T P Ppsqu{ h„, (7.5)
where
h
„ is the homotopy equivalence between matrix factorizations, and a set
PHMF :“
ğ
kě0
ğ
sPSk`1˘
PHMFpsq. (7.6)
We define an operad multiplication αHMF on PHMF as follows: Let T be an oriented
planar arc diagram
Ůl1
i“1 fi \
Ůl2
i“1 gi P Pps0, ιps
p1q
0 q, . . . , ιps
pmq
0 qq and let Tj be an ori-
ented planar arc diagram
Ůlpjq
1
i“1 f
pjq
i \
Ůlpjq
2
i“1 g
pjq
i P Pps
pjq
0 , s
pjq
1 , . . . , s
pjq
kj
q, j “ 1, ...,m. As
before, we have matrix factorizations pT “Âl1i“1 pTfipxpi,1q, xpi,0qq bÂl2i“1 pTgipyiq and pTj “Âlpjq
1
i“1 pTfpjqi pxpjqpi,1q, xpjqpi,0qq bÂlpjq2i“1 pTgpjqi pypjqi q.
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Let xapT q be the set of variables x
pa,1q, ..., xpa,maq on the boundary Da. We define a
multiplication αHMFs p
pT ; pT1, . . . , pTmq bypT b
krx1pT qs e1pxT1q bkrx2pT qs e2pxT2q b . . . bkrxmpT qs empxTmq,
where ejp pTjq is the matrix factorization obtained by replacing each variable in x0pTjq ofpTj by variables in xjpT q.
Theorem 7.8. The multiplication αHMF defines an operad structure on PHMF up to iso-
morphism of the homotopy category of matrix factorizations.
Proof. The associativity of the operad structure αHMF follows from the associativity and
commutativity of tensor products of matrix factorizations. The pIs has a unit structure
using a homotopy equivalence (see [KR08][Proposition 15, 17]). 
The following theorem is obtained by this proposition.
Corollary 7.9. PHMF is an pS˘, ιq-colored operad.
Definition 7.10. Let T be an oriented arc planar diagram of type k. For the generator
sa P Sk, a “ 1, ..., k´1, we define the matrix factorization sap pT q by replacing the variables
xpa,bq in pT by xpa`1,bq, 1 ď b ď ma, and xpa`1,b1q by xpa,b1q, 1 ď b1 ď ma`1.
Theorem 7.11. The map Φ from P to PHMF defined by T ÞÑ pT is a braided operad
morphism.
Proof. Since there is an isomorphism αHMFs p
pT ; pT1, . . . , pTmq » {αspT ;T1, . . . , Tmq, the map
Φ is compatible with the operad multiplications and the braid group action. 
8. Relation between COBgr
Gn{L and HMF
KRn
Fix n ě 2. In this section, we discuss a relation of objects of the cobordism category
COB
gr
Gn{L and matrix factorizations and the sign problem of morphisms of matrix factoriz-
ations. We conjecture that the category of matrix factorizations HMFKRn is a P-category
and there exists a functor of P-categories from COBgr
Gn{L to HMF
KRn .
8.1. Matrix factorizations for objects of COBgr
Gn{L. We recall the matrix factorization
of a trivalent diagram defined by Khovanov–Rozansky. We define matrix factorizations
associated to objects of COBgr
Gn{L.
The object set pXqP of COB
gr
Gn{L is generated by the trivalent diagram X using the
operad action of P. For the trivalent diagram X in Figure 4, we assign the variable xp0,1q
to f p1qp0q, xp0,2q to f p0qp0q, xp0,3q to f p0qp1q and xp0,4q to f p1qp1q (See Figure 11). We denote
by X this assigned trivalent diagram of X. The four variables xp0,iq (i “ 1, 2, 3, 4) have
degree 2.
X :
˚0
xp0,2q
xp0,1q
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
Figure 11. Assigned trivalent diagram X
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We define the matrix factorization of the assigned trivalent diagram X bypXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qq
:“ pR1234, R1234t1´ nu, u1234, x
p0,3q ` xp0,4q ´ xp0,1q ´ xp0,2qq
bR1234pR1234, R1234t3´ nu, v1234, x
p0,3qxp0,4q ´ xp0,1qxp0,2qqt´1u, (8.1)
where
R1234 “ krx
p0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qs,
u1234 “
n
n` 1
ppxp0,3q ` xp0,4q, xp0,3qxp0,4qq ´ ppxp0,1q ` xp0,2q, xp0,3qxp0,4qq
xp0,3q ` xp0,4q ´ xp0,1q ´ xp0,2q
,
v1234 “
n
n` 1
ppxp0,1q ` xp0,2q, xp0,3qxp0,4qq ´ ppxp0,1q ` xp0,2q, xp0,1qxp0,2qq
xp0,3qxp0,4q ´ xp0,1qxp0,2q
.
Definition 8.1. We define a map F from the set pXqP to the set of matrix factorizations
as follows. The image of the trivalent diagram X with coloring sX is defined by
FpXq :“ pTXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qq.
Let T be an oriented planar arc diagram of Ppsq, s “ ps;
mhkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkj
ιpsXq, . . . , ιpsXqq. The matrix
factorization of the formal symbol αspT,X
mq is defined by
FpαspT ;X
mqq :“ pT b
krx1pT qs e1pFpXqq bkrx2pT qs . . .bkrxmpT qs empFpXqq, (8.2)
where xapT q “ tx
pa,1q, xpa,2q, xpa,3q, xpa,4qu and eapFpXqq :“ pTXpxpa,1q, xpa,2q, xpa,3q, xpa,4qq
for a “ 1, ...,m.
For s “ pǫ1, ..., ǫ2kq P S˘, let xpsq be the variables pxp0,1q, ..., xp0,2kqq and let ωpsq be the
power sum n
n`1pǫ1px
p0,1qqn`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ǫ2kpxp0,2kqqn`1q. Let HMFKRnpsq for s P S˘ by the
category of matrix factorizations whose objects are composed of matrix factorizations FpY q
for Y P pXqPpsq. Denote by HMF
KRn a collection of the categories tHMFKRnpsqusPR.
Problem 8.2. Can we construct a PHMF-category structure on HMF
KRn?
On matrix factorizations of formal symbols, we define an action of PHMF as follows.
Definition 8.3. The multiplication βHMFs is defined by
βspT qppT ,xM1, ...,xMmq :“ pT bkrx1pT qs e1pxM1q bkrx2pT qs . . . bkrxmpT qs empxMmq,
where pT is the matrix factorization associated with the oriented planar arc diagram T with
color spT q “ ps; ιps1q, . . . , ιpsmqq, xMi is a matrix factorization in ObpHMFKRnpsiqq and ei
is replacing the variables xpsiq by xipT q.
Theorem 8.4. The collection of object sets tObpHMFKRnpsiqqu is a PHMF-set.
Proof. Using homogopy equivalence of matrix factorizations, we find the multiplication
βHMFs as above induces a PHMF-set. 
For defining a PHMF-category structure on HMF
KRn , we need to construct a multiplic-
ation β
HMF
s p
pT , f1, ..., fkq on morphisms of matrix factorizations, where pT is the matrix
factorization associated with the diagram T with color spT q “ ps; ιps1q, . . . , ιpsmqq, fi is a
morphism in HMFKRnpsiqpxMi, pNiq and ei is replacing the variables xpsiq by xipT q. This
β
HMF
s needs to satisfy the axioms of Definition 2.20. However, it is hard to define such an
action by the sign ambiguity in morphisms of matrix factorizations. We expect that this
problem is solved by an operad action. We discuss this problem in Section 8.3.
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8.2. Cohomology of 2-cyclic complex. The Z{2Z-grading on the cobordism of COBgr
Gn{L
comes from the Z{2Z-grading of a morphism of matrix factorizations. This structure can
be seen in the cohomology of 2-cyclic complex.
We define a 2-cyclic complex HOMRpxM, pNq by
HOM0Rp
xM, pNq d0 // HOM1RpxM, pNq d1 // HOM0RpxM, pN q,
where
HOM0Rp
xM, pN q “ HOMRpM0, N0q ‘HOMRpM1, N1q,
HOM1RpxM, pN q “ HOMRpM0, N1q ‘HOMRpM1, N0q,
and
dipfq “ dN f ` p´1q
if dM pi “ 0, 1q.
The cohomology of this complex is denoted by
EXTpxM, pNq “ EXT0pxM, pNq ‘ EXT1pxM, pNq.
By definition, we have the following.
Lemma 8.5. We have
EXT0pxM, pNq » HOMHMFpxM, pN q, (8.3)
EXT1pxM, pNq » HOMHMFpxM, pNx1yq. (8.4)
We define the composition on EXTpxM, pNq and EXTppL,xM q as follows.
Definition 8.6. Let pf0, f1qi be an element of EXT
ipxM, pNq, i “ 0, 1, and let pg0, g1qj be
an element of EXTjppL,xMq, j “ 0, 1. We define a composition of pf0, f1qi and pg0, g1qj by
pf0, f1qipg0, g1qj “
"
pf0g0, f1g1qi if j “ 0
pf1g0, f0g1qi`1 if j “ 1.
(8.5)
By this composition, EXTpxM, pNq is a Z{2Z-graded R-module.
8.3. Map from cobordisms of COBgr
Gn{L to morphisms of HMF. In Section 8.1, we
defined the map F from objects of COBgr
Gn{L to matrix factorizations. Here, we discuss a
relation of cobordism generators in Section 5.4 and morphisms of matrix factorizations.
For an identity cobordism idY , Y P pXqP we define a morphism of matrix factorization
FpidY q “ idpY .
Denote by R1234 the polynomial ring krx
p0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qs. We assign variables to
the cobordisms fz and fuz as follows:
fz “
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q fuz “
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
Let xMz be the matrix factorization of the diagram on the top of fz (the bottom of fuz):xMz “ xTf pxp0,4q, xp0,1qq bkxTf pxp0,3q, xp0,2qq
and let pNz be the matrix factorization of the diagram on the cobordism of fz (the top of
fuz): pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qq.
The following lemma follows by direct calculation.
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Lemma 8.7 ([KR08]). We have
rankR1234 EXT
0pxMz, pNzq “ 1, rankR1234 EXT1pxMz , pNzq “ 0 (8.6)
rankR1234 EXT
0p pNz,xMzq “ 1, rankR1234 EXT1p pNz,xMzq “ 0. (8.7)
The image of the cobordisms fz and fuz by the map F is defined as follows.
Definition 8.8. Morphisms of matrix factorization Fpfzq P EXT
0pxMz, pNzq and Fpfuzq P
EXT0p pNz,xMzq are defined by
Fpfzq “
ˆˆ
´xp0,3q ` xp0,1q 0
αpn´1q 1
˙
,
ˆ
xp0,1q ´xp0,3q
´1 1
˙˙
(8.8)
Fpfuzq “
ˆˆ
1 0
´αpn´1q ´xp0,3q ` xp0,1q
˙
,
ˆ
1 xp0,3q
1 xp0,1q
˙˙
, (8.9)
where αpn´1q “ px
p0,3q´xp0,1qqv´hnpxp0,4q,xp0,1qq`hnpxp0,3q,xp0,2qq
xp0,4q`xp0,3q´xp0,1q´xp0,2q .
The Z‘ Z{2Z-grading of these morphisms is p1, 0q.
We assign the variable y to the cobordisms fu1, fu2, fcu1 and fcu2 as follows:
fu1 “ y fu2 “ y fcu1 “
y fcu2 “
y
The following lemma follows by direct calculation.
Lemma 8.9 ([KR08]). We have
dim
k
EXT0p pH, pTgpyqq “ 0, dim
k
EXT1p pH, pTgpyqq “ n, (8.10)
dim
k
EXT0p pTgpyq, pHq “ 0, dim
k
EXT1ppTgpyq, pHq “ n. (8.11)
Proof. This lemma follows by the following equalitiespH “ pk, 0, 0, 0q, xTgpyq “ p0,krys{pynqt1 ´ nu, 0, 0q.

Definition 8.10. Morphisms of matrix factorization Fpfu1q,Fpfu2q P EXT
1p pH, pTgpyqq
and Fpfcu1q,Fpfcu2q P EXT
1p pTgpyq, pHq are defined by
Fpfu1q “ Fpfu2q “ p1, 0q, (8.12)
Fpfcu1q “ Fpfcu2q “
˜
0,
1
n!
ˆ
d
dy
˙n´1¸
. (8.13)
The Z‘ Z{2Z-grading of these morphisms is p1´ n, 1q.
We assign variables to the cobordisms fin and fpr and variables as follows:
fin “
xp0,3q
xp0,4q x
p0,1q
xp0,2q
α
β
fpr “
xp0,3q
xp0,4q x
p0,1q
xp0,2q
α
β
Proposition 8.11 ([KR08, Proposition 30]). We have an isomorphism
Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
q “ pXpα, β, xp0,3q, xp0,4qq b
krα,βs pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, β, αq
» pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qqt´1u
‘α pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qqt´1u (8.14)
» Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
qt´1u ‘Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
qt1u.
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Definition 8.12. The morphism Fpfinq P EXT
0pFp x
p0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
q,Fp x
p0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
qq is
defined by the natural inclusion
Fpfinq : Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
q ÝÑ pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qqt´1u Ă Fp xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
q.
The morphism Fpfprq P EXT
0pFp x
p0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
q,Fp x
p0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
qq is defined by
Fpfprq “ pBα,β , Bα,βq, (8.15)
where Bα,β is the R1234-linear map given by Bα,βpapα, βqq “
apα,βq´apβ,αq
α´β for a polynomial
apα, βq P krxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, α, βs.
The Z‘ Z{2Z-grading of these morphisms is p´1, 0q.
In other words, this morphism Fpfprq is the following projection$’’’&’’’%
Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
q Ą pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qqt1u ÝÑ Fp xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1q˚0
q
Fp
xp0,3q
xp0,4q
xp0,2q
xp0,1qα
β
˚0
q Ą pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4qqt´1u ÝÑ 0.
We assign variables to the cobordism ftri as follows:
ftri “
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
γα
β
‚ ‚
‚
λ νµ‚ ‚
‚
Proposition 8.13 ([KR08], See also [Yon11, Proposition 4.12.][Wu14]). We have iso-
morphisms
Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
‚
‚‚
γα
β
q
“ p pXpβ, α, xp0,5q, xp0,6qq b
krαs pXpγ, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, αqq bkrβ,γs pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, γ, βq
»
" pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,5q, xp0,6qq b pγ ´ xp0,4qq pTf pxp0,4q, xp0,3qqt´2u ‘ pY if n ě 3pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,5q, xp0,6qq b pγ ´ xp0,4qq pTf pxp0,4q, xp0,3qqt´2u if n “ 2
»
" pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,5q, xp0,6qq b pTf pxp0,4q, xp0,3qq ‘ pY if n ě 3pXpxp0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,5q, xp0,6qq b pTf pxp0,4q, xp0,3qq if n “ 2. (8.16)
Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
λ ν
µ
‚ ‚
‚
q
“ p pXpλ, µ, xp0,4q, xp0,5qq b
krλs pXpxp0,1q, ν, λ, xp0,6qqq bkrµ,νs pXpxp0,2q, xp0,3q, µ, νq
»
" pXpxp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5qq b pν ´ xp0,6qqpTf pxp0,6q, xp0,1qqt´2u ‘ pY if n ě 3pXpxp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5qq b pν ´ xp0,6qqpTf pxp0,6q, xp0,1qqt´2u if n “ 2
»
" pXpxp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5qq b pν ´ xp0,6qqpTf pxp0,6q, xp0,1qq ‘ pY if n ě 3pXpxp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5qq b pν ´ xp0,6qqpTf pxp0,6q, xp0,1qq if n “ 2. (8.17)
where pY is an indecomposable matrix factorization of a planar diagram with a triple edge
(see Proposition 33 [KR08]).
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Corollary 8.14. We have
rankR1,2,3,4,5,6EXT
0pFp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
‚
‚‚
γα
β
q,Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
λ ν
µ
‚ ‚
‚
qq “
"
1 if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2,
rankR1,2,3,4,5,6EXT
1pFp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
‚
‚‚
γα
β
q,Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
λ ν
µ
‚ ‚
‚
qq “ 0,
where R1,2,3,4,5,6 “ krx
p0,1q, xp0,2q, xp0,3q, xp0,4q, xp0,5q, xp0,6qs.
When n ě 3, the morphism Fpftriq is defined by a morphism which factors through pY :
Fpftriq : Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
‚
‚‚
γα
β
q ÝÑ pY ÝÑ Fp
xp0,6q
xp0,5q
xp0,4q
xp0,1q
xp0,2q
xp0,3q
λ ν
µ
‚ ‚
‚
q.
Definition 8.15. The morphism Fpftriq P EXT
0 is defined by
Fpftriq “
"
pBβ,γpβ ´ x
p0,4qq, Bβ,γpβ ´ xp0,4qqq if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2.
(8.18)
The Z‘ Z{2Z-grading of the morphism is pn´ 1, 1q.
Lemma 8.16. When n ě 3, the morphism Fpftriq is homotopic to
pBα,βpβ ´ x
p0,3qq, Bα,βpβ ´ xp0,3qqq.
We assign variables to the cobordisms fs1 and fs2 as follows:
fs1 “
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q fs2 “
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
The matrix factorization of the top of the cobordism fs1 (the bottom of fs2) is
Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q “ pTf pxp0,3q, xp0,4qq bk pTf pxp0,1q, xp0,2qq
and the matrix factorization of the bottom of the cobordism fs1 (the top of fs2) is
Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q “ pTf pxp0,3q, xp0,2qq bk pTf pxp0,1q, xp0,4qq.
Proposition 8.17. We have
rankR1234EXT
0pFp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q,Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
qq “ 0,
rankR1234EXT
1pFp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q,Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
qq “ 1,
rankR1234EXT
0pFp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q,Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
qq “ 0,
rankR1234EXT
1pFp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
q,Fp
xp0,4q xp0,1q
xp0,3q xp0,2q
˚0
qq “ 1.
By definition, we have the matrix factorization of the top diagram of fs1 (the bottom of
fs2) is¨˝
R1234
‘
R1234t2´ 2nu
,
R1234t1´ nu
‘
R1234t1´ nu
,
ˆ
h
n
34 x
p0,2q ´ xp0,1q
h
n
12 x
p0,3q ´ xp0,4q
˙
,
ˆ
xp0,3q ´ xp0,4q xp0,1q ´ xp0,2q
´h
n
12 h
n
34
˙‚˛
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and the matrix factorization of the bottom diagram of fs1 (the top of fs2) is¨˝
R1234
‘
R1234t2´ 2nu
,
R1234t1´ nu
‘
R1234t1´ nu
,
ˆ
h
n
23 x
p0,4q ´ xp0,1q
h
n
14 x
p0,3q ´ xp0,2q
˙
,
ˆ
xp0,3q ´ xp0,2q xp0,1q ´ xp0,4q
´h
n
14 h
n
23
˙‚˛,
where h
n
ij is the n-th complete symmetric function h
n
pxp0,iq, xp0,jqq. We consider the fol-
lowing morphisms of matrix factorizations for the saddle cobordisms.
Definition 8.18. We define the morphisms Fpfs1q P EXT
1 and Fpfs2q P EXT
1 by
Fpfs1q “
˜˜
h
n´1
123 ´1
´h
n´1
134 ´1
¸
,
ˆ
´1 1
h
n´1
123 h
n´1
134
˙¸
, (8.19)
Fpfs2q “
˜˜
h
n´1
134 ´1
´h
n´1
123 ´1
¸
,
ˆ
´1 1
h
n´1
134 h
n´1
123
˙¸
, (8.20)
where h
n´1
ijk is the (n´ 1)-th complete symmetric function h
n´1
pxp0,iq, xp0,jq, xp0,kqq.
Remark 8.19. The cobordisms fs1 and fs2 have the rotation symmetry by 180 degrees
which swaps the two variables xp0,1q and xp0,3q and swaps the two variables xp0,2q and xp0,4q.
If we suppose the morphism Fpfs1q, i “ 1, 2, is symmetric to the morphism Fpfsiq under
the rotation of 180 degrees, we have Fpfsiq “ ´Fpfsiq. Therefore Fpfsiq can be defined
only up to a sign (See also Section 9 [KR08]). However, in our construction, we can regard
the rotation as a change of the base point by an operad action. We expect that the sign
problem can be solved using the operad structure.
Problem 8.20. Can we define a morphism of matrix factorizations of βs0pidT , f1, ..., fmq,
where fi (i “ 1, ...,m) is a cobordism of COB
grpsiq and T is an element of Ppsq, s “
ps0; s1, ..., smq?
As we state Remark 8.19, we have the sign problem of morphisms of matrix factorizations
corresponding to cobordisms. We have to solve the above sign problem for getting a functor
COB
gr
Gn{L to HMF
KRn .
We conjecture that there exists an integer #pT q for T defining the morphism of matrix
factorizations corresponding to a cobordism βs0pidT , f1, ..., fmq by
Fpβs0pidT , f1, ..., fmqq “ p´1q
#pT qid pT bx1pT q Fpe1pf1qq bx2pT q ¨ ¨ ¨ bxmpT q Fpempfmqq.
Subsequently, we need to show the assignment F preserves the local relations in L
of COBgr
Gn{L in the category HMF
KRn . However, the problem is that we do not know
generators of the cobordism isotopy relations.
Problem 8.21. Can we find a generating set of all cobordism isotopy of COBgr
Gn{L?
If we have generators spanning all isotopy relations by the operad action, it enough to
show that the assignment F preserves generators in HMFKRn for getting a functor.
We expect that we solve Problem 8.20 and 8.21 and we construct a functor from COBgr
Gn{L
to HMFKRn . Then, the consistency of COBgr
Gn{L follows from existence of a functor.
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Appendix A. Invariance under Reidemeister moves
Two oriented link diagrams are in the same isotopy class of link diagrams if these are
related by a finite sequence of oriented Reidemeister moves. In [Pol10] it was shown that
in fact the following moves already generate all oriented Reidemeister moves.
pRIq : Ø Ø , pRIIaq : Ø ,
pRIIbq : Ø , pRIIIq : Ø .
Hence, we show the assignment J´K defined in Section 6.2 is invariant under the above list
of Reidemeister moves.
A.1. Invariance under RIa move.
Lemma A.1. We have the following isomorphism in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqquv }~ »
uv }~ .
Proof. Consider the diagram
tn, 1u tn´ 1, 1u
tn, 1u tn´ 1, 1u
0
f
g
h
where
f “
ÿ
j`k“n´1
j,kě0
p´1qnj j
k , g “ p´1qn´1n ,
h “ n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
p´1qnpj`1q´1 j
l
k
.
‚ f and g are morphisms of complexes, i.e. f ˝ d “ 0: This is just Lemma 5.17 e).
‚ f ˝ g » id: We even have f ˝ g “ id. This follows from (R1) and Lemma 5.17 a).
‚ g ˝ f » id:
‚ h ˝ d “ id: This is just (R5).
‚ g ˝ f ` d ˝ h “ id: This follows from first applying (R4) and then applying
(R3) backwards.

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A.2. Invariance under RIb move.
Lemma A.2. We have the following isomorphism in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqquv }~ »
uv }~ .
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
0
t1´ n, 1u t´n, 1u
t1´ n, 1u t´n, 1u
g1
f 1
h1
Here f 1 g1 and h1 are defined analogously to f and h in the proof of Lemma A.1 and the
homotopy equivalence is shown in the same way using Lemma 5.17 f) instead of Lemma
5.17 e). 
A.3. Invariance under RIIa move.
Lemma A.3. We have the following isomorphism in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqqt |
»
t |
.
Proof. Consider the diagram
t1, 0u t´1, 0u
t1, 0u t´1, 0u
d1
d2
d3
d4
0 g1
g2
0
h1
h3
0 f1
f2
0
h2
d1
d2
d3
d4
0 0
where d1 “ , d2 “ , d3 “ , d4 “ ´ ,
f1 “ , f2 “ , g1 “ , g2 “ ,
h1 “ n
ř
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
p´1qnpj`l`1q´1 j
k l
,
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h2 “ n
ř
i`j`k`l“n´3
i,j,k,lě0
p´1qnpi`j`1q´1
k
l
ij ,
h3 “ n
ř
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
p´1qnpj`1q´1
j
k
l
.
‚ morphism of complexes follows by cobordism isotopy.
‚ f1 ˝ g1 ` f2 ˝ g2 “ id: follows from (R1) and (R9).
‚ g1 ˝ f1 ` d ˝ h1 ` h3 ˝ d “ id: Apply (R3) a) to the first summand and (R4) to the
other two summands. After canceling, apply (R3) b) in the vertical direction.
‚ g2 ˝ f1` d ˝h1 “ 0: This is exactly Lemma 5.18 a) after using a cobordism isotopy.
‚ g1 ˝ f2 ` d ˝ h2 ` h3 ˝ d “ 0: Apply (R4) to the second summand. After canceling
most of the terms of the second summand, some of the remaining cancel with the
third summand and the others cancel with the first summand by Lemma 5.18 b)
and a cobordism isotopy.
‚ g2 ˝ f2 ` d ˝ h2 “ id: This follows by a cobordism isotopy and (R8).
‚ h1 ˝ d` h2 ˝ d “ id: Apply (R4) to h2 ˝ d, then some summands of h2 ˝ d cancel,
also with h1 ˝ d, until the right hand side of (R5) with an extra sheet remains.
‚ d ˝ h3 “ id: By putting (R5) a) into
˚
˚
we can rotate it and get exactly
the identity we need.

A.4. Invariance under RIIb move.
Lemma A.4. We have the following isomorphism in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqqt |
»
t |
.
Proof. Consider the following diagram:
t1, 0u t´1, 0u
t1, 0u t´1, 0u
d11
d12
d13
d14
0
g11
g12 0
h11
h13
0 f 11
f 12 0
h12
d11
d12
d13
d14
0 0
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Here, d11, . . . , d14, f 11, f 12, g11, g12 and h12 are exactly defined as d1, . . . , d4, f1, f2, g1, g2 resp.
h2 just with the other orientation while h
1
1 and h
1
3 also differ from h1 resp. h3 by a sign:
h11 “ n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
p´1qnpi`jq j
l i
,
h12 “ n
ÿ
i`j`k`l“n´3
i,j,k,lě0
p´1qnpi`j`1q´1
k
l
ij ,
h13 “ n
ÿ
j`k`l“n´2
j,k,lě0
p´1qni
l
j
k
.
The proof is totally analogous to the one of Lemma A.5 using Lemma 5.18. We use Lemma
5.18 c), d) instead of a), b). 
A.5. Invariance under RIII move.
Lemma A.5. We have the following isomorphism in the category KbpMatpCOBgr
Gn{Lqq
uv }~ »
uv }~ .
Proof. Consider the diagram
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t3n, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 3, 1u
t3n, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 3, 1u
t3n, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 1, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 2, 1u
t3n ´ 3, 1u
g1
g5
g4
g3
g2
id
id
id
id
id
´id
d
1
1Ñ
4
d
1
1Ñ3
d 1
1
Ñ
2
d
1
4Ñ7
d 1
4Ñ
6
´d
1
3Ñ
7
´d
1
2Ñ
6
´d
1
2Ñ5
d 1
3Ñ
5
d 1
7Ñ
8
´d
1
6Ñ8
d
1
5Ñ
8
f1
f5
f4
f3
f2
id
id
id
id
id
´id
d1Ñ
4
d1Ñ3
d
1
Ñ
2
d4Ñ7
d
4Ñ
6
´d3Ñ
7
´d2Ñ
6
´d2Ñ5
d
3Ñ
5
d
7Ñ
8
´d6Ñ8
d5Ñ
8
h1
h2
where
f1 “
$&% if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2
, f2 “ , f3 “ , f4 “ ,
f5 “ , g1 “
$&% if n ě 3
0 if n “ 2
, g2 “ , g3 “ ,
g4 “ , g5 “ , h1 “ ´ , h2 “ ,
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and the differentials diÑj and d1iÑj are given by applying at the appropriate places
(with the signs as indicated).
‚ morphism of complexes: Consider the upper morphisms first. Here the notation
pa Ñ bq means that we consider (commutative) squares starting at a and ending
at b, where the labeling is from left to right.
‚ p1 Ñ 2q: d11Ñ2f1 “ idd1Ñ4 ` f2d1Ñ3 follows from Lemma 5.17 g) and a
cobordism isotopy.
‚ p1 Ñ 3q: d11Ñ3f1 “ f5d1Ñ4 ` f3d1Ñ3 follows from (R13)b) and a cobordism
isotopy
‚ p1 Ñ 4q: d11Ñ4f1 “ f4d1Ñ3 ` idd1Ñ2 follows from Lemma 5.17 h) and a
cobordism isotopy
‚ p3 Ñ 6q: ´d12Ñ6f2 ` d14Ñ6f4 “ idd3Ñ5 ` idp´d3Ñ7q follows from Lemma 5.20
a).
‚ The rest of commutative diagrams composed of morphisms can be obtained
by cobordism isotopies.
The lower morphisms are a morphism of complexes analogously, using (R13)a)
instead of (R13)b), and a reflected version of Lemma 5.20 a), which is proved
exactly the same way.
‚ homotopy g‚f‚
h
„ id‚:
‚ p1Ñ 1q: id1Ñ1 ´ g1f1 “ h1d1Ñ3 follows from (R12)b).
‚ p2Ñ 2q: id2Ñ2 ´ idid´ g2f5 “ 0 follows from (R7)
‚ p3 Ñ 2q: 0 ´ p´idqf2 ´ g2f3 “ d
1
1Ñ2h1 follows from (R7) and a cobordism
isotopy
‚ p3Ñ 3q: id3Ñ3´ g5f2´ g3f3 “ d11Ñ3h1`h2d3Ñ5 follows from Lemma 5.20 b).
‚ p3Ñ 4q: 0´ idf4´ g4f3 “ d1Ñ4h1 follows from (R7) and a cobordism isotopy
‚ The rest of homotopic relations can be obtained by cobordism isotopies.
The homotopy for the other composition is given by the maps
h11 “ ´ , h
1
2 “
These cobordisms are the analogs to h1 and h2 and the homotopy is shown ana-
logously by using the same relations and calculations as above but (R12)a) instead
of (R12)b) and a reflected version of Lemma 5.20 b), which is also proved exactly
the same way.

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